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CHAPTER I
IN'rRODUGTION
People live in a. world of suggestion. 'l'he radio, news-
papers, advertising in its various forms, and the cd.nemaa all
play an important part in providing suggestions. It is almost
impossible to t ake a step in life without some suggestions coming
one's way and having some influence one way or another on the
life, to a greater or lesser degree.
We come to realize the importance of suggestion a little
better when we hear of some of the far reaching effects it has
had in the lives or people. In France once, a criminal had been
sentenced to death. Knowing that he was to die anyway, he agreed
to allow a scientific experiment to be made on hi-me He was
assured that he would be given a painless death. The doctors
came and told him they were going to bleed him to de" tho He was
bl ind-i'olded, and a prick was made on his wrist, then from an
apparatus set at his side warm water was allowed to drip on ms
wrist, which gave the man the impression that it was his own
blood dripping trom the "puncture" made. The doctors testify
that the man went through all the symptoms of" bleeding to death,
and at the time expected he expired, having not lost any blood
1
2at all. Another striking example of the power of suggestion
also comes from France, where another man had been sentenced
to deat n , and this time he was informed that his throat was to
be auto He was blind-folded, and a piece of cardboard was.
passed across his throat, and then immediately warm water was
dashed on his throat, giving the effect of the blood gushing
forth. 'I'he man immediately expired, although his throat had
not been cut at all. Anothe r example is given in the Beaders
_Digest 01' a Elan who was afraid to go thru a cemetery after
dark. He was challenged by the offer of' a Ia rge sum of' money
to go through a certain cemetery at midnight, and thrust a
sword into the ground at a certain spot, and le ave it there.
The next day the man was found lying dead at this spot, with
the s.word piercing through the lower part of his overcoat, on
h1.s face was an expression of terri ble fear. It has been
supposed that the man reached the spot he was challenged to go
and stooped down to thrust the sword into the ground, as he did
this the sword ev ide nt Ly (unknown to him} had pierced the lower
part 01' his coat, and as he raised himself up to go, the sword
had held him down. Gripped with terrible fear, supposing that
someone had grasped hold of him, he had immedi ately expired
from fright. 'l'hese cases mentioned, all of which are vouched
tor as having been fact, indicate the importance of su gge s t i on
3in the life, and indicate very potently the effect suggestion
can have on the life of the individual.
Suggestion, it must be observed however, is. a very
normal process.. It functions in the lire of all people in
various ways, and to different ends. But even though suggestion
is a normal process, as the above illustrations Show, it has
a potency, and can have an effect in the life of people. which
dese rve a for it considerable investigation.
During the last haLf' cen tury suggestion in the field of
therapeutic psychology has come to occupy a place of almost
magical importance, and then during the 1a st rew years to
su t't'e r- reverses which have nearly eradicated it. Coue and
Baudouin were the two psychologists who probably first of all
gave suggestion a place of importance. The11' patience, and
experimentation must be regarded, in spite of any extravagances,
to have made a great contribution to the study of the human
spirit. In the Nancy School Co1.1ecarried suggestion to almost
magical limits. However, in more recent times the Freudian
School came almost to the point of entirely eliminating
suggestion from the therapeutic method in order to allow the
personali ty of the patient to be given full freedom and not
to he impinged upon in any degree by the will or ideas from
outsi de sources.
4Perhaps one of the most extensi ve fields where
suggestion has been used is that of religion. Every religion
J operating in the world is nearly all suggestion, the Christian
religion being 1nclud!e d in this assumption.
Our thesis has as its purpose to show that suggestion
is used in religion and to indicate the value of suggestion as
it is used in religion. Our task will also call for a defini-
tion of the work of the Pastor as it relates to the use 01'
suggestion, which is limited, and also to reveal what value
J there is in its use for the Pastor.
Without a doubt the most important thing in the life
of Abr-aham for him, and for the world, was the suggestion made
to him to leave his native land and journey to a land that he
would be guided to. His whole religious life revolved around
suggestions made to him by Jehovah. .Tesus, the greatest
teacher of all time, in all His publio utterances made
suggestions. which He intended should have an effect upon the
lives or His auditors. What are His words -- !"IGo,sin no
more"; "Love your enemies"; 'Be ye perfect even as your Father
in heaven is perfect" -- but suggestions calou.lated to elevate
life, and to influence it to its limits for good?
.Tesus was careful always to give positive suggestions.
He had but one mission in life, and that was to help people to
5become perfect, so all the suggestions He sowed in the minds
of" the people were to that encl. The transformation of the lives
of' those who became His Apostles and Disciples is witness enough
to the value of the suggestions He made.
The suggestions jeSUS made were not only effective in
determining the spiritual destiny of mankind, but they w.ere
eff'e,ctive also in determining the physical destiny of many.
Is it not possible to attribute most, if not all, of the healings
of Jesus, to the power of His suggestions? It is fairly apparent
that all of His healings were acoomplished by non-material means
~ld it is not irreverent to assert that in all instances of
healing the suggestions Jesus made were themselves either the
veui cle of heal ing or at least a very importan t fac tor in the
healing.
The Christian pastor in carrying on the work of Jesus
in the world must assume the responsi bili ty of being a doctor
Of souls. It is being argued by some in the field of patho-
logical psy~hology, that the average minister today does not
sense this obligation laid upon him, nor is he adequately
prepared in his s,chool work for the task. Professor Eric
Waterhous,e in his recent book, pastoral. PsychologI, says that
the ministerial student spendS hours and hours studying Hebrew,
Greek, and German in 5,choo1, which he proceedS to forget in
6the fir st fev~ ye ar a out of school, and spends very little time
a t all studying human nature, and the diseases of the soul and
mind, when the whole of his ministry is spent among people.l
People who heed understanding, people wi th disharmony of soul
and life, who need the healing tough ~ the Great Physician.
Our thesis is that the pastor, as the curer of souls,
should make a thorough study of human ra.tu re and the app.Lf ca>
tion of suggestion, as a method of treatment for the allevia-
tion of functional disorders, particularly those of a religious.
or moral origin.
manne r ;
To support this these, we will proceed in the :following
First, we will define. suggestion both popularly, and
+
technically, giving a formal definition, and then treating its
varieties and kinds. Next, we wi 11 describe the process of
making suggestion such as any good pastor gives, and in terms
that he can understand and apply, an d follow this wi th a more
detailed examination of the ways in which the psychologically
trained minister 0 f the Gospel can give suggestions both in
his preaching and in his pastoral work, i'or the aid of indivi-
duals and in the work of organizing his t'Lock , 'I'he value of
lErio Waterhouse, Pastoral. Psychologz, (Nashville: Cokesbury
Press, 1940}, pp. 12-13.
7such work will come next. Finally, a brief summary will be
made 01" what we have said, and a few conclusions will be
drawn. By this method we will establish our thesis.
rie write this thesis because a pastor or clergyman
belongs to a profession. A profession is made up of a body
of men or women, who are devoted to the welrare of human beings
(or animals, -horse doctors) by applying some pure ac l ance .
(pastors apply psychology) according to a professional code
of ethics (which makes doctors refuse to adverti se themselves,
and refuae patent cures). A pastor as. a prof'essional man
should study and apply some pure science to his pastoral
work. That science is psychology,-- individual and social,
e duca t.t ona , psychotherapeutio (suggestions), etc. We trust
that this thesis may in some way or another make some slight
contribution to this important end.
CHAP'l'ER II
DEFINITIONS: VlliA'f IS SUGGES1'ION.?
The etymology of words usually throws much light on
their meaning. Suggestion comes from the two Latin roots, sub
and ge 1'0, whI ch have the 1i teral meani ng of "to bri ng under".
From this we may learn that suggestion contains wi thin it the
meaning of' "bringing someth ing under", or in modern parlance,
"slipping something ac r os a" a person, getting them to do some-
thing without their knowledge of it, a hidden process.
Synonyms and Antonyms. -- We have learned from our
study of' the word "suggestion" that it is a prooess whioh goes
on within the individ.ual whioh is hidden or concealed. Further
light 1s thrown on the meaning of the word as we consider the
synonyms and antonyms.
A synonym of suggestion is "hint" or "insinuateU and we
can see from this that suggestion involves some impression that
is made upon the individual from some souroe whioh influences
the indi vi dual in one way or another. This. impression, it is
possible, may come from the individual himself in which case it
would be auto-suggestion, or it may co~~ from some souroe outside
the indi vi dual in whi eh case the antonym appl ies which is hetero-
e
9suggestio~. H h th tn ere we:ave e wo great classes of suggestion
auto or self sugp'estion, and hetero-sugr",estion, oro ~ suggest ion
from some source outside the individuale All suggestion falls
within these classes.
Popular Ideas of _§,uggestion. -- Undoubtedly most
popular ideas 01' suggestion lie in the everyday commonuse of
the term. For most pe r-sons Suggestion ]IBarrs11ttle more than
presenting an idea to the mind, whether coming i'rom the self
Or other sources.
For exaru,ple, a housewi fe while c~usual1Y walking through
a dime store may hear a salesman talking about "an excellent
brand of carpet cleaner". This immediately presents the idea
to her of cleaning the carper in her living room which has
become soiled through the winter months by the stove. She
Purchases a supply of the cleaner. Or perhaps a person may
see a very highly colored picture of a well cooke d round of
steak. Immediately his mouth waters, andihe can taste good
steak, and desires a meal of it. These are example s of
SUggestion and the behavior produced in the individuals con-
cerned.
To the mind of the average individual suggestion means
11ttle more than these simple processes,
1
and has no more
lW' (H 11111am .rarnes. Principle s of PSl!:ohO10&. .enry no t co , , 1890).
I, Pp. 550-605, also p. 508 ff. on Suggest~on.
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implication for the woe or weal of' the individual. In the
economic world there is no more concern for suggestion than
this popular notion reveals. Just so as people get notions
to buy certain merchandise is all that ooncerns'the economic
world, and so in radio, store, or on the highway suggestion
is used in this popular way of conveying notions to the ind1vi-
dual with a view of' exciting the appropriate behavior.
Scientific Definition. -- Weproceed at this point to
a more exact def'ini tion or the word as found in the New stan-
dard Dictionary.
1. Suggestion 1s to impart or excite, indirectly
or unobtrusively the idea of, intimate by words
or signs.
2. Specifically, to arouse in the mind, whether by
perception, imitation, or association, some
idea or deed or will as the name Homer suggests
the Illiad the sight of a friend suggests, the
previous meeting with him.
3 •. To propose for the consideration of another;
especially to nominate as a suitable person;
as, whom do you suggest?
4. To communicate to (a hypnotised person) by
sugge s ti on.
5. To emtice, seduC!.
6. To inform, tell.
A standard work on religion gives the following de fini tion:
Suggestion is the production of a reaction by an
ideational process, but wi thout deliberation on
the part of the sugject thereof.2
l:Wunk and viagna{~')New Standard Dic tionary, p , 2417.
2Dr. G. E. Coe, Hastings. Encyclopedia of Religious Ethics,
Scribners', Vol. 12, p , 189
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We must inevitably lean upon the experts in the various fields
of learning for our greatest knowl.edge of those field, and
likewise when we come to stu dy the subje ct of suggestion it is
from the experts that we gather our body of knowle dge ,
One of the best known in the fie ld of psychical re-
search no doubt would be the eminent F. W. H. Myers who made
his greatest contribution at a time when the sub-consoious
element of personali ty had just come to be recognized, and at
a time when theories of the sub-conscious and its activi ties
all had a smack of the mysterious about them. This is reflected
by his theory of suggestion in these words, "suggestion is a
successful appeal to the subliminal self". 'I'hLs theory also
ref'lects the early assooiation of suggestion almost entirely
with the sub-consoious or unconscious self and always with the
abnormal states. This is also apparent when we look at the
defini tion of suggestion propounded by J'ane t , another eminent
name associated wi th early experimentation in this :realm. Janet
define s sugge st ion aa:
••••• artifioially causing, in the :torm of impulsion,
the functioning of a tendency that the subject
cannot obtain in the form of a personal will.B
With the definitions of Myers and janet may be linked those 01t'
W. J". Hudson and Boris Sidi.s for both of whom suggest ion is the
'\:. lWilliam MODOUgal~Abnormal Psychology, (New York: Scribners',
19261, p , 127.
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appeal to the "sub-oonaoiious self" ..
William McDougal in l1J.:L.s book, Abnormal Psychology,
discusses these definitions and the theories which lie at the
back of' them at length, and we can do no better than to quote
him here in a word when he says in respect to these definitions.
We are given no light on the essential problem
namely: why does one appeal to the subliminal self
succeed and so constitute suggestion, while other
appeals, the appeals of' other persons fail? For that
is the essential problem of suggestion and of rapport.l
Another one of the great contributors to this field of
learning is Professor Freud. Recognizing the weaknesses in the
defini tions or the intellectualist and myst i cal, psychologists,
of" whom .Tanet and Myers may be cited as representatives, he
attempted to explain the power back of suggestion by relating
it to the sex instinct. This was a step forward, and ]reud,
it must be admi tted, made a great contribution to the field of
psychology, but he undoubtedly went too far when he sought to
explain all human behav io r by the eex instinct. This general
criticism of Freud holdS good in respect to his theory of
sugge s tLon ,
For Baudouin, the psychologist, suggestion is "the
suboonscious realization of an idea", or as he states it in
another place, "the transforll1l~ t i.on of' an idea into action".2
lWilliam McDougal, Abnormal Psychology, (New York: Scribners',
1926), p , 116.
2F. R. Barry, Christianit~ and Psychology, (London: s, C. 'M.
Pressl, p. 146.
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1'hese definitions of Baudouin are correct as :tar as they go,
but they do not go far enough. Canon Barry of Westminster makes
this addi t1on, "the heart ot:' the suggestion process is the
translation of the idea into action, otherwise than by deliberate
volition".l For Barry this achievement of the ideal is by the
sub-conscious. Both of these definitions, however, presuppose
the presence of a person, the acceptance by that person or the
suggestion made and that the acceptance involves the conative
processes and the acceptance by the mind that the suggestion is
right.
1"
I' Dr. William MoDougal goes a -step further in his dei'ini-
tion in explaining what suggestion is, by s.t at tng it to be the
operation of the submi ssi ve instinct. To quote;
The theory proposed then is tha t in the case of
belief established by suggestion, the conative energy
at work is that of' the submissive instinct; and it is
evoked by the pe r son (or persons) from whorn the sug-
gestion comes in virtue of some quality, or supposed,
quali ty, that renders him Lmpos ing to the person whom
he influences, gives him prestige, authority, or power
to throw: the other into the submissive atti tude power
to evoke in him obedience, respect, adrniration, grati-
tude, in all of which effective ~ttitudes the submissive
impulse is the essential factor.
Thus according to McDougal the human bei ng is so con-
sti tuted that he t s susceptible to suggestion and that normal
processes wtthin the individual rune t ton in the acceptance of
IF. R. Barry, Christianity and Psychologl, (London: s. C. M.
Press), p •. 147.
2 /i'iilliam ]\.~cDougal, Abnormal Psychology, (New York, Scribners',
1926), p. 118.
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the suggestion.
Perhaps one of the most illuminative definitions of
suggestion is that one supplied by Dr. '1'. J. Hudson in his
book, The Law of Psychic Phenomena, when he says that "sug-
gestion i:3 the all-controlling power which moves the subjective
. d" 1mln • 'I'hI s definition presupposes a duality of' mind, and
the whole dl ecu.s s Lon which Dr. Hudson brings forward on the
subject 01' suggesti.on rests upon this assumption. The idea
of' a duality of mind, the Doctor argues, is no new thing, and
is accepted by such authorities as Professor Wigan, Dr. Brown-
Sequard, and Professor Proctor.
In more recent years the doctrine 01" duality of
mind is beginniJllg to be more clearly defined, and it
may be said to constitute a cardinal principle in the
philosophy of many of the ablest exponents of the new
psychology.2
Dr. Hudson describes the two elements of the mind as
the objective and the subjective. By objective he rreaIDiSthose
elements of the mind whi ch take care of the ob jecti ve world
through the media of' the senses. By the subjective he means
those elements of the mind which take cognizance of the en-
vironment :!1ndependent oi the physi cal senses -- intui ti vely if
you please.
lr1'. J. Hudson, The Law of Psychic Phenomena, p , 32.
2I b i d , , p. 28.
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With these distinctions clearly in mind certain con-
elusions are reasonable. In the first place, we are able to
understand why a person is not ameR'able to sugges tf one of
another made to the objective mind unless they pass the bar of
reason, knowLedge , and the evidence of the senses. However,
to trw subjective mind the sugge s t tona of another are readi.ly
accepted in spite of incongruity or absurdity. There is,
howege r , one proviso which experimentation has constantly
brought forward, and tha t is that no suggestion which is made
to the mi nd of' an individual is accepted or acted upon if it
is contrary to the ethical standards of the life. This acts
as a definite protection to the individual and a defense against
criminali ty and offense by the means of sugge sti 011, whether it
be made to the objective or subjective elemen ts of the mind.
Our Own Definition. From what has been propouhded
in the chapter already, we are able to arive at certain con-
clusions of our own, and perhaps tp(~enture a definition which~ ..
might adequately cover the demands.
In the f'irst place, we can infer tha t suggestion is a
human mental activity_ }j'lurthermore, we can conclude that the
suggestion is made wi th some idea of intended action. This
action mayor may not be accompanied by emotion, but will always
be rronditioned by the individual's concept of right and wrong.
16
The end of the suggestion should always be fe:r the personal
advantage of the individual in creating the integrity or whole-
ness of the personali ty. Later chapters will reveal the thera-
peutic value of suggestion to the individual.
Concisely, we may define suggestion as -- "A human
mental activity, vIIi th the idea of intended action, possibly
accompanied by emotion, but always conditioned by the ethical
concepts. of the individual, and di.rected towards the integri ty
01' the personality" ..
CHAPTER III
VARIETIES OF KINDS OF SUGG:ESTION
AND CO:MPOSI'I'ION
Kinds of Suggestion
1. Everyday Suggestion: suggestion is a perfectly
normal function. Dr. Cae puts it this way in Hastings Encyclo-
pedia of Religious Ethics when he s.ays that tt is evident that
suggestion is not an exceptiona.l, rare, or abnormal phenomenon,
but an omnipresent fact of all mind whenever its reactions are
upon the ideational level. • ••• no fixed line •••• between the
____ incipient sta.ges of hypnosis and fully normal mental action.
Of the various kinds we consider first of all the
everyday variety of suggestion. The very normal practice of
_~. suggesting things. Very often this type of suggestion is in-
volved in such phrases as "I suggest that you ought to do this",
"You ought to go and see a good show", or "You should use Swan
Soap". This kind of suggestion is in operation in every home,
and every place almost every day. It is this kind of suggestion
that is in operation in business circles such as radio, adver-
tising, and magazines.
With this everyday lUnd of suggestion we have the appeal
17
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that is made to the mind through the senses, and no action is,
possible unless the suggestion passes the bar of reason and the
senses. Sometimes the end is achieved through the sheer in-
sistence of the suggesting, which in time breaks through the
"ice(!i~~'some time s victory comes through the appeal to the senses,
as by a colorful picture, or sweet or aavor-y odor.
2. Suggestion That Gives the Idea and Leads to Action:
(A. Hypnotic Suggestion) - Hypnotic suggestion is a term which
savors or the uncanny and the mysterious; however, in reality
it Lnvo Lve s the commonplace of everyday life. In a word the
hypnotic state is simply the e~8,1o§.~ion of all competing ideas
to the minimum. It is a "focusing of'augge at.Lon" as Dr. Hudson
has it, a focusing on the subjective elements of the mind.
It is pbsslble to illustrate t~e underlying principle
of hypnosis. from everyday life. Learning to ride a bicycle is,
one example, where all attention must be concentrated on the
task of balancing the Machine and ped~ing. AnY obstacles in~ ..~
.i.>:
the road are avoided not by concentrating on them, but by the
reverse -- of scarcely thinking of them. Dr. Coe giveS an
illustration on this point;
Now I have discovered in myself and confirmed the
discovery by questioning scores of £idar, that it is
easier to ride through some difficult places in the
dark than it is by daylight. One rider traversing a
certain road for the first time by night, rode through
a very long and narrow and dangerous path unconscious
of the peril -- a path which he says he cannot use
again after daylight revea.led its true nature.l
This is exactly the same principle used by the hyphotist.
He narrows attention to one or a few ideas and thus he is able
to procure the greatest possible effect.
Very remarkable effects have been produced through this
medium of suggestion, and we refer at this time to William
,/
I' McDougal in Abnormal Psychology for the statement on the organic
effects of hypnotic suggestion.
The therapeutic value of direct suggestion in
hypnosis (and however uncertain these effects, they
are some time s striking) depends largely on the fact
that by hypnotic suggestion we can sometimes produce
upon the organio processes (processes of metabolism,
circulation, and other processes which normally go
on independently of our conscious oontrol) effeots
:far exoeeding any that can be produced by the direct
volition of' the subject. ••••I will merely indicate
some of the best established instances of such con>
trol by hypnotio suggestion. In many subjeots the
bowel and bladder may be re~llated or disturbed by
suggestion. In others the flow of blood to a limb
or other part may be increased or diminished; a re-
sult which is revealed not only to the eye but also
by applying a thermometer to the part. In this way
I have observed in several subjects changes of sur-
faoe temperature or lOF. or more pro duced after a
tew minutes of repeated suggestion of heat or cold-
ness, in the part.More dif:ficult to produoe, and probably only to
be produced in rare subjects, are blisters, or ex-
travasations or blood and lymph in areas on the skin.
9 •••• more interesting, p~rhaps, areetne oonepal ob-
servations of the late Prof. Delboeup who made the
converse experiment of attempting to promote healing
by direct suggestion. In two subjects he pr'o duced
burns on the skin of both forearms, taking care to
IDr8 G.r'lpoe,The spiritual._Life, p. 167.
make them s.ymmetrical and equally severe on both
limbs. 'I'akLng all due precautions, he found that
when a lesion on one arm was left to nature arid
when that on the other arm was treated by suggestion
(suggestion directed against pain and inflamation,
and in favor of rapid healing) the latter developed
dlstlnctly less inflamation and healed much more
rapidly.l
As it is possible in the waking state to produce by
suggestion a function in the body merely by the thought of that
function, so the same principle obtains in the hypnotic state
where it is possible by suggestion to produce certain functions
merely by the thought of them. 'I'he di fference in suggestion
in the waking atate and hypnotic state lies in the fact that
in the hypnotic state all competing ideas are obliterated and
,
(,
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the suggestion has the "green light" to operate on.
Hypnotic sugge stion has a definite associa tion with
ne a l.Lng , and has been used to good ·effect in this way. Dr.
Lloyd-rrickey has used hypnotic suggestion for the curing of
strumnering and alcholism with much success. This therapeutic
method has also been used in cases of moral disease as the
following quotation illustrates.
A remarkable case of moral treatment was reported,
from 8.alpetriere. In 1884 a young woman of a deplor-
able type was admit te d, She was a criminal lunatic,
filthy in habits, arid violent in demeanor, with a
life-long history of impuri ty and theft. .she was
treated by hypnotism and afterward became a nurse in
/~ lWilliam IVICDoUgaJ/,'Abnormal Psychology, (New Yorlc: Scribners,
1926), p. 100-1.
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a Parisian Hospital. At the Second International
Congress of Experimental Psychology, Dr. Berillon in
a paper on the application of hypnotic suggestion to
education, stated that. he had treated with succrss
such matters as cowardlce and moral perversity.
Such present day exponents of suggestive therapeutics
as L. D. iNeatherhead have used hypnosis as a means of searchirg
the corridors of the mind for any trace of "repressed" or
"forgotten" incidents which have a bearing on the moral and
spiri tual health of' the individual for the purpose of bringing
such to the surf'ace or level of' consciousness, and then have
it rooted out.2
In spite of much criticism it can be assumed that
there is ethical sanction for the therapeutic use of the
hypnotic state, and on the grounds of the abundant evidence
brought to light accept its value as a valid agent of thera-
peu tic suggestion. It can be understood, of course, that its
use would only be made in very extreme cases, where therapeu-
tic suggestion could not work through the waking state ..
.Tung is very pointed in his opposition to the use of
hypnotic suggestion when he says;
What alienated me once and for all rnom this rela-
tively efficacious indirect method of' suggestion ••••
was the perception I obtained that, behind the con-
1M• W. Keatinge, ;::>uggestion in l!..ducation, p. 19.
2L• D. Vveatherhead, Psychology and Life, (London: Hadden &
stoughton, 1937), p. 76.
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fused deceptive intricacies of neurotic phantasie s ,
there stands a conflict which must be described beat
as a moral one. • •• A real solution can come only
from within, and only then because the patient has
been br-cught under a new standpoint. Under all cir-
cumstances it is an advantage to be in full possession
of one's own personality.l
Dr. J"ung is typical of those who have taken the extrerte:
attitude to this ~ethod of suggestion, and whilst his criticism
can be upheld in that hypnotic suggestion precludes the opera-
tion of the entire personali ty in acceptance of the "sugges-
tions" made, yet its sanction may be insisted upon at least
for use in extreme cases.
To quote from Dr. Coe in his book, 1'he spiri tua.l Li fe ,
a very sane and careful recommendation for the use of hypnotic
suggestion is given in the following words;
It is to be sure, dangerous to trifle with either
hypnotism and electricity. Neither should be handled
except by persons especial.ly trained and instructed
therefor.2
-tB. Auto-Suggestion) - Another of the kinds of sugge a-
tion is that of auto-sugge3tion, which we have already learned
means self-suggestion. Auto-suggestion may be voluntary, that
is when consciously and willingly the individual determines on
a certa.in line of action, or Lr.vo l.unt ar-y, which "is the out-
growth of a sequence of ideas that have been consciously aroused
lnr.AJ"ung, Analytical Psycholoe;x, p. 242.
~rrcoe, The Spiritual Life, p. 165.
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by some external impression or by some thought or some real
01" imaginary bodily sensation".l
Auto-suggestion is an important f'actor in the life of
~he individual and its possibilities ought to be realized by
all, Of' course it is of' very important interest to those who
are concerned w i t.h sugges,tive therapy. Perhaps the most
notable advocate or'the therapeutic value in auto-suggestion
I . ~ ,
has been the inimic~al and dapper Lt ttle Frenchman, Coue. His
r----~--~-...~-- .~~.
aphorism, "Every day in every way I am getting better and
better", has been known and used the world round by countless
anxious souls seeking cure from the diseases of the body and
mind. No doubt many were cure d , but it is almost certain that
Coue did take his practise to extremes. Auto-suggestion is
not a cure-all, but its value in the field of therapy is un-
questioned as the following quotation from Dr. Herbert Parkyn
indicates. In respect to auto-suggestion the doctor says;
Its use is an absolute necessity to anyone who
would obtain the best re suLt s in the practice of
the healing art, for auto-suggestion is at one and
the same time the worst foe and the strongest ally
to be met wi ttl in treating mental and physical di 5-
orders. Every physician has encountered patients
whose auto-suggestions in the forms of fear, doubt,
IHerbert Parkyn, M.-lr., Auto-,Suggestion, p. 8.
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t'aricy , whim, lack of confidence, etc. have retarded,
and possibly prevented the slightest relief from
his treatment. A study of the e-t'teots and uses of
auto-suggestion and by employing the properly
direoted suggeations he can mould the auto-suggestions
of his £atients to assist in the restoration of
health.
Auto-suggestion it will be seen is an important factor
in gauging the health of the individual not only mentally, but
also physicallYe The wrong kind of auto-suggestion can produce
dissatisfaction and unrest, and lead to disastrous results in
the life of a person, whereas the right kind 01" auto-suggestlons
can maintain balance and poise in c1rcumstances which without
such aid would threaten a breakdown. 'I'he whole resolves itself"
again to the fact of the objective and subjective elements of
the mind. Auto-suggestion presents a situation to the sub-
jective mind, and while being entirely unaware of it, the
resistence 01' the individual. is broken down, or built up
according to the kind of suggestion made. Adverse auto-
suggestion can have the most devastating e r re ot s , and because
of this auto-suggestion itself merits a most serious study by
all therapists.
3. Post-Hypnotic Suggestion: Yet another kind of
suggestion that it is necess.ary for us to study is that of post
hypnotic suggestion. This kind of suggestion is not only in-
lHerbert Parkyn, Auto-suggestion, p. 12.
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teresting because or its unusualness, but also because of its
modern application in the field of therapeutics.
Post hypnotic suggestion in a word is making "sugges-
tions" to an individual in the hypnotic state of a particu1ar
kind 01' behavior which is to be perfo rmed after arousal from
the hypnotic state.
Rather than to resort to supposed examples of post
hypnotic suggestion, we prefer to quote directly from V. E.
Fisher.
Perhaps the most interesting single aspect of
hypnOSis is the post hYQnotic suggestion. Certain
writers have contended that in carrying out the
suggestion the individual relapses into a state of
hypnosis. Some cases seem to bear this out, as for
instance the following, while others do not. A
young woman was told (while under hypnosis) that
upon be Lng awake ne d s:he would go to the back of the
room, which was very large, and bring a chair to the
front, place it in a certain spot, and sit down in it.
lunnesia for the suggestion was commanded, and she
was awakened. She immedi ately went to the back of
the room, got the chair, and sat in it as she had
been told. In carrying out the suggestion she had
very much the appearance of' a sleep-walker, looking
nei ther to le r t or right, and appearing, tocloe qui te
obli vious to the whole situation in general. As
soon as she sat down she seemed to "come to" with a
start and exclaimed, '!Well, why in the world did I
ever do such a silly thing as thatt" But another
sub je ct who was told after being awakened the ex-
perimenter (instructor) would completely disappear,
and she would be unable to see him, reacted very
much as anyone might were he to have a similar ex-
perience in his normal waking state. 'The subject
suddenly became quite alarmed and called out to one
of the students to ask if the instructor had left
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the room. She a1'terward rep orted that the instructor
had completely vanished. :From this she inferred that
he must have left, but she was puzzled by the fact
that she could still distinc.tJ_y hear his voice. 1l1Io1'e-
over she was struck by the fact that the other students
seemed to have their attention 1'ixed upon someone in
the front of the room, whereas she was ~unable to see
anyone there. Consequently the whole thing alarmed
or excited her somewhat for the moment. AlsO it is
well known that the subject may carry out the post
hypnotic su,ggestion even though he recalls ve ry clearly
tha t the suggestion was given to him; and while doing
it he may appear fully cognizant of the general at tu-
ation, and perhaps of the irrational nature of the act
he is compelled to do. 'I'h i s does not indicate that
there is a return to the hypnotic state. A husky man
student was told that upon being awakened he would
want the seat occupied by a certain young woman. He
clearly recalled the sugge s t.Ion , but nevertheless
demanded the chair. Vfuen the occupant refused to give
it to him, he threatened in no uncertain terms to throw
her out of it unless she complied with his reauest.
No one in the audience doubted his word in the least.
At the same time he showed ul1pistakable embarrassment
at his own words and actions.
Post-hypnotic suggestion is phenomena which cannot be
denied and which prove s the reali ty of hyonoaf.s , and the power
of hypnotic suggestion. Today it has become an important factor
in therapeutics and many have been cured of physical as well as
moral ailments through this technique. For example s t.ammer Lng,
. .:»: among other physical disorders of a functional nature, have been
cured by this method.
This opens up the possi bili ty of much good being accom-
plished in the future through a new method of' healing that of'
suggestion to the subjective mind, which is a form of suggestion
IV. E. Jfisher, An Introduction /;0 Abnormal Psyc.hol_Q&, (New York:
Macmillan Co.), pp. 433-434.
similar to that of' post-hypnotic suggestion, in principle at
Le as t , 'I'hLe new metho d of healing by sug gect.Lon is propounded
\.t,~, .,1 \ ;.,~.
very logically, and to good ~en$th by Dr. T. J. Hudson in his
....__.~-~.- . .
book, The Law of Psychi c Phenomena.
Composition of the Process of Suggestion
In coming to a fuller knowledge of the subject of
suggestion, it is necessary to embark upon an investigation of
the composi tion of the process of suggestion. Fundament al.Ly
suggestion is composed o:f' the agent or suggester, and the
recipient or percipient. As Willtam McDougal has it, suggestio n
1s ttthe influence of one person on another".l
Agent or Suggester: It is clear that suggestion involves
a person as an agent or suggester. In the case of auto-suggestion
the individual himself is the agent of the sugge~tion; in the case
of hetero-suggestion some other person 1s the sgent or suggester.
In eve ry case i t is the 0bliga t ion of the age nt to get the
suggestion across; that 1s to have the recipient accept the
suggestion, and have some resultant behavior.
Normally suggestions are made every day through the
medium of teaching, pre ach Lng , and advertising. According to the
degree of suggestibility of the listening public, and the ability
of the agent to touch the springs or the individUal's suggesti-
j . /'lWilllam McDougal, Abnormal Psycholog;y:, (New York: Scribners, 1926),
p.
bili ty, so will the result be determined. 'l'he agent's task is
a responsible one. In order to be successful he must know the
constitution of the human personru.ity, and how to tap those
factors in the indi vi dual which make ac cep tance 0 f' the sugge stt on
more highly probable. In abnormal s1 tuati ons, and mostly for
therapeutic reasons, the agent may resort to hypnosis for the
achievement orr his end. Here bis task is to blot out all resis-
tence which normally obtains. in the waking or conscious state.
_.-:--. When he has induced a state of sombnambolism, then he proceeds
to make the desired suggestions. Because of incivient dangers,
and the fact that while in the hypnotic state the individual
does not possess t'u.l.L control or' all the pe r-so naLi ty factors,
hypnosis should be resorted to only in very extreme cases.
Recipient or percipient: In that suggestion is a process
where one individual t s influenced by another to a. particular
course of behavio r, it is germaine to our subject that we con-
__.__ '_'
sider the eilie.:IIJ8ntswithin the personali ty which cause it to
accept the suggestions given. In other words let us endeavor
to discover how suggestions are received by the individual. The
individual's susceptibility to suggestions in technical parlance
1s suggestibility.
Already in earlier chapters we have given examples of
the behavior of indi vidual.s in response to suggestions. In this
chapter reference was made to a young man who demanded a chair
occupie d by a young woman at the threat of ejecting her if his
demand had been refused. This illustrates the power of
suggestibility, when a young man, otherwise chivalrous and
poli te
j
would behave in such a singular manner.
Our attempt here is to endeavor to lay bare the consti-
tuents of that within the persom.lity which makes behavior as
the result of suggeJtion pos3ible. A brief definition of
suggestibility could be as follows: suggestibility is that
psych ic composition of' the indl vi dual whi ch pe rmi t s the accep-
tance of new determinants of behavior from other individuals.
I ~
, :
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From this dei'ini tion it may be assumed that suggestibili ty is
'.
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no simple operation, but the result of a complex functioning
of many f'actors within the individual. VHth some individuals
these racao r-a function more readily, and with greater intensity,
and to a. much more can s1 der-able degree than in others. This
phenomenon is the individual's degree of susceptibility to
sugge st ion.
Because of its clarity, exactness, and complete treat-
ment of the sub je ot , we quote extensively at this th.e from
Dr • .Josey on the determining of the degree of suggestibili ty ,
The factors determining the degree of suggestibility
may be divided into the subjective and the objective.
To the first group belong desire, fear, expectancy, state
:.3.0
of know Le dge , !1lEwta.l training or organization, and
a more or leGs pronounced tendency of the ego to slip
from the state of consciousness. To the second group
belong such factors as the prest Lge of the source of
the sugge~3tion, the strength or volume of its impact,
the phy si oLogi caL condi tion of the subjoct , and crowd
contagion .•••
(1) Subjective factors.
(a) De::>ire. strvng de,,,irerenders its subject
sugge~3tible in the general direction, which the
deslre wishes to travel. F'or instance, "a man
who is consumed with the passion of political
ambition needs only to be told by a ~ew friends
that he is the logical candidate for the legis-
lature or the government to plunge w lth confi-
dent entlTLuiasm into the campaign. 'I'hose few
favoring voices are multiplied in his too will-
ing ears to the volume of a loud popular demand.
The girl who is really in love with a young man
accents with unCiuestioning faith the slightest
assu~ance that Sis character is irreproa;hable.H
..••The imlortance of desire or bias as a
factor in our reactions to argwnents is notori-
ous ••••Forewarned is forearmed, and to the ex-
tent to wh ich the se citations show that the
bias of desire increases our susceIytibility to
suggestion makes it plain that we need to be on
constant guard against our readiness to accept
s',lggestions, and that we must learn to recog-
nize our unwillingness to listen with an open
mind to o~r opponents.
(b) Fe ar . The importance of'tear as a factor
increasing suggestibility can be seen in the
different effects that the possibility of an
attack of seasickness has on the first voyager
and the sca.soned sailor. Fear of it makes the
novice sick and the veteran go scot free for
the lack of it •••••The efficacy of magic in
accomplishing its design to injure its clients
enemies is the result of fear induced by
suggestion ••••(0) Expectancy. Expectancy may be regarded as
a coordinate factor ~ith desire and fear in
producing sugg33tions endowed wi ttl any Q;reat
force. '/iithouta lively expectation, that what
he desires or rears is going to ha)pen soon, the
chances are that no man will obtain by the power
of' sug"!;estionwhat he desires nor suffer what he
fears •.••• Faith cures are obvious illustrations
of this intimate relation between ex~ectancy and
suggestibility. The power of suggestion to cure
disease depends upon how high the mercury rtses
in the therometer of expectancy .•••
(d) Knowledge. '1'hes.t ate of our knowledge has
much to do w lth the nature of the sngge3tions
likely to take root in our minds. 'Je naturally
tend to believe from mildly to intensely what is
told us, unless some good reason exi3ts f~8 dis-
belief, Knowledge in a given subject is good
ground for rejecting conflicting statements made
pe rtaining to that subje ct ••••
(e) Organization. The organized mind is the well
trained mind; the uhtrained mind is the unorgan-
ized mind. As a person advances in mental organ-
ization, in the ititegration of the various ele-
ments of' the mind, changes take place in the re-
sponsiveness to suggestion ••••All of us have seen
how ready people who are dominated firdt by one
ou t sLde influence and then by another are to act
in accordance wi th any passing :3uggestion that
once gets their attention. These people are lack-
ing, we say, in the power of' independent judgment.
'rheir behavior •••••is determined far too much by
the suggeJtions of others. As the organization
of their charaoters takes place they are less and
less influenced by passing suggestions, V7hether
thsy arise from within or without •.••
(8) Objective factors.
(a) Prestige .. First among the outside factors
which determine the degree of suggestibility
we put prestige. A suggestion proceeding
from a source that has great orestige is
more likely to exercise sway than one from
an ordinary source. This is true whether
the influential source of the suggestion be
an institution, an object, or a person. A
man of impressive appearance, who has a big
reputation and a large follo~in~, speaks
with an authority that e8.sily wins new con-
verts ••••
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(b) strength or volume of Impact. If Y01.·1
should walk down the street and a passing
friend should remark, "you look ill", the
incident would probably make little if any
tmnr-essLon- VIere anot her and another 'Jer-
son to make the same remark, you would-
probably begin to be disturbed •..•
(c) Physiological Conditions .•••Hunger and
sleepiness tend to ihcrease the degree of
suggestibility. People in a famished con-
dition are more likely to experience ha11-
ucina t ions than the same ~)eople when they
are well rod••••
Drowsiness or sleepiness also furnish
favorable conditions for the efficacy of
suggestion ••••
(d) Crowd Contagion. ~Membership in a orowd is
a favorable oondition for the reoeption
of the suggestions that the crowd takes
up .... A orowd or audienoe which is a
olosely packed physical unit offers the
more favorable chance for the formation of
what is termed a PSIChOlogiOal orowd, or
a likeminded group.
Dr. Sosey has given a ooncise yet very thorough statement
on suggestibility, and it is not very diffioult to gather from
these words the important part suggestibility plays in the li1~
of the individual -- for good or bad. The rel3ult or end re3ts,
of OO'ITS8, on the type and nature of the 3uggestions gtven. Ll1
in all it is very diffioult to overesti~ate the ~art suggestibility
plays in the development of ~)8rsonality.
T'here are oertain conclusions that it is rather dii'l'i<b"ult
-----.-. --- -.-.---~-._._--,
le. E. Sosey, The Psychology of Relibion, p. 37-45.
to avoid ar r Iving at concerning su gge s tLbiIi ty. In the first
place we discover thElt sugges t Lbl.Lr ty is an avenue in the
human personali ty; this avenue has a purpose whi ch we declare
to be the co nveyarice of higher and nobler ideals of the group
upon the individual, and finally the value of' sugge st ib tLt ty
in conveying these higher and nobler LdeaLs is that it enables
the individual to rise beyond the limi ts of' his own personality.
CHAPT.8:R IV
HOW WE LTJ.'UCE: 3UGGESTIONS
In our study it is not only necessary to know what
suggestion is, and where it operates, and what it is worth,
but it is also necessary ro r us to know how suggestions are
made. 'fTe already know that sugge:Jtions are made to indivi-
duals both in the waking and sleeping s t r t.e s , it is our pur-
pose now to find out just how these suggedtions are made.
1. By g1ving ideas. 'I'he pre sentat ion of ideas cons t I>
tutes a large part of suggestion. How are these ideas pre-
sented 0 r made to persons',
(a) By preaching. The preacher very time he gets into
the pulpit and deli vor s an oration is making sugge~3tions through
the ideas cont ai ne d in his sermon. He delivers a sermon on till
subject of "God the Creator", after this sermon has been de-
livered the people who have heard it have been given some ideas
about God and His acts of creation. These ideas cause them to
think and act in respect to God accordingly.
(b) By teaching. Another method of making suggestions
is by teaching. In all of the subjects a teacher handles ideas
are handed on to the students. For example with the little be-
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ginner in his reader he sees the familiar objects about him,
a house, a cat, a boy, these pictures of objects perfectly
familiar to him, are atlsocilted wi th certain wor ds , Later as
his vocabulary increases he asso ci a t.es the objects wi th the
words he sees on the pages of his book. In the geometry class
the High 3chool student is presented wi th ideas, as for example,
a straight line is defined as the shortest distance between two
given points, and through the building up into a system of these
ideas the knowledge of the student is increased.
(c) Another way ideas are given to people is through
adverti;3ing. 'I'hLs is a very wide field, a s it exists through
newspapers, magaziI~S, radio, road signs, and cinemas, etc.
Adverti3ing oonve y s t he ideas mainly through the two senses of
heari ng and see I ng , '/Il ttl the radiO it is all hearing. It
cannot make any a.ppenL to sight, for as yet one sees nothing
through ra dio. But great advantage is taken of sound, so all
appeal is to the ear. ~ith newspapers, and magazines, and
cinemas the appeal is to t.h e si{Z;ht, every advc_ortise'I18nt is made
to catch the eye, and so the ideas are gotten over in this
manner.
Rernembert ng our defini tion that suggestion is always
gi ven 11'1 i th the go;~\l as SOI~JB in tende d acti on or behavior, we can
see that no action or behavior can result until the stimulus is
given -- the idea. provides the stimulus. 'I'hLa method of making
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suggestions is practical only in the waking state. However,
the giving of' ideas is by no mean s limited to these methods.
30metL,"e3 when it is toun d desl r abLe and necessary the idea
which is to provide the stimulus for the desired action or
behavior, is given in the hypnotic state.
2. By hypnotic trances. We are ooncerned at this point
not only with the wJ:lOW" of suggestion, but the acceptance and
issuance in some form of behavior. In the hypnc t tc state this
action is more clearly observable than in any other phase of
the suggestion 9roce5s.
In hypnotism lt is essential to bring about complete
disassociation. 'l'hat is to say, tree rm.rid must be made completely
blank. '1'he sheet, in other wor da , is to be wiped cle an , there
must be no other competing ideas. '1'h1s is ach teve d , first of
all, by rive ting attent ion on some one object or person, then
by inducing sleep. It is in this ~tate of induced sleep that
the idea or ideas, which constitute the suggestions are pre-
sented to tile individual. Sometimes the suggestion is for
immediate action, sortet i ie;3 for action or behavior to be engaged
in after the ir'_dividual has been called out of the hypnotiC
state. In this last case it is post-hypnotic suggestion.
A quotation i'rom Dr. 1'. ;J. Hudson in his book, The Law
of' Psychic Phenomena, is appropriate at this point:
3'1
A state of perfect passivity on the part of the
percipient is the most favorable condi tion for the
reception,ot t.oLepa th i c impressions or com.rnunica-
tions. It needs no arguments to establish the truth
of this proposition. It is universally known to be
true by 3.11 who have given the slightest attention
to psychological science, that passivity on the part
of the subject is the primary condi tion necessary tor
the pr oduc tion 01' any psychic phenomenon. Passivity
simply means the suspension of the f'u nc t Lcn s of the
objective mind t'o r the time being, for the purpose
of allowing the sub jo ct ive mind to receive impres-
sions, and to act upon them. The more perfectly the
objective intelligence can be kept in obeyance, the
more perfectly will the subjective mind perform its
functions. 'I'hi.a is why a state of profound hypnotism
is the mos t favorable 1'01' the reception of sugges-
ti.ons, e1 ther oral or rnental •••• It may therefore,
be s a t'eLy assume d that the most favorable condi t i on
in which a uatient can be placed for the reception
of telepathic suggestions for t.her-apeu t t c purposes
is the condition wherein the functions of' his ob-
jecti ve Ln t eLl.Lge noe are, for the time being, entirely
suspended.l
It is easy to see why the pr oc e sse s of sugge st ion are
more clearly understood as an examination of' the hypnotic state
is made. As we discovered in the definition of the word, there
is in the process the idea of' slipping sorre tht.ng across one.
In the hy onot i c state with the objecti VB intelligence su sponde d
for the t 1me, it is ea;y to see how "sugg8stions" can be "slip5ped
_, across' one. In the hypnotic state then, sug ges t Ions may be
made direct, but in the waking state the indirect suggestion
stands a better chance of' being accepted, as the objective
IT. J. Hudson, The Law of psyehic Phenomena, (Chicago: McClur@e
& Co.), p , 1'19 ..
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intelligence had to be off-set.
VIe have mentioned the various ways suggestions are
made, and pe rhaps the way most in tere st ing to us in this the s1 s ,
is that of preaching. In the revivals of the last century and
the early part of this cen tury, sugge stion was used to its
limi ts in the revivals.. A very interesting illustra tion of this
fact can be seen in the Kentucky Revival as reported by McMaster:
One of the brothers was i1'resi stibly impelled to
speak •••• The words which then fell from his lips
aroused the people before him 'to a pungent sense of
sirfil~f' Again- and again the woman shouted and would
not be silent. He started to go to her. 'l'he crowd
begged him to turn bac k , Jomething wi thin him urged
him on, and he went through the house shouting and
exhorting and prai sing God. In a moment the floor,
to use his own wor-ds , 'was covered with t.ne slain'.
Their 2-11'8s t'o r mercy were terrible to hear. 30me
found 'f'orgi veness, but many went away' spiri tually' '"
wounded and suffering unutterable agony of soul. .JV
Nothing could allay the exci tement .svery set tlement
along the Green Hiver and the Cumberland was full of
religious 1·ervor. Men 1'i tted their wagons with beds
and provisions, and traveled fifty miles to camp upon
the ground and hear him preach. The idea was new;
hundreds adopted it, and camp-meetings began.
At no t t n.e was the '1>alling exercise' so IJrevalent
as at night. Nothing was wanting that could strike
terror into the mind', weak, timid, and harassed.
The red glare of the camp fires reflected from hun-
dreds of tents and wagons; the dense blackness of the
flickering shadows. The darkness of the surrounding
forest, made still more terrible by the groans and
screams of the 'spiritually wounded', who had fled
to it for comfort; the entreaty of the preacners; the
sobs and shrieks of the downcast still walking through
the dark valley of the shadow of death; the shouts
and songs of praise of the happy ones who had crossed
the Delectable Mountai ris , had gone on through the fogs
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of the l~nchanted Ground, and entere d the Land of
Beulah, were too much for those over whose minds
and bo die s lively imaginations held full sway. rrhe
heart swelled, the nerves gave way, the hands and
feet grew cold, and motionless and speechless, they
fell h8adlong ito the ground. In a moment crowds
grew around them to pray and shout. 30me lay still
as death, s ome passed through frigh tf'ul twi tehing
of face and limbs. At Cabin Creek so many fell that,
lest the muLti tude sho ul.d tread on them, they were
carried to the meeting-house and laid in rows on the
f'Loor , 1l.t Cane Hi dge the number was three thousand.
The exci tement surpa~:)sed anything that had been
known. Men who came to, remained to preach. All
day and night the crowd swarmed to and fro from
preacher to preacher, singi~g, shouting, laughing,
now rushing off to listen to some new exhorter who
had climbed upon a stump, now gathering around some
unro r-t.una t.e who, in t.no t r peculiar language, was
'spiri tually slain'. soon men and women fell in
such numbers t ha t it became impossible to move them
wi thout trampling them, and they were hurried to the
meeting-house. At no time was the floor less than
half·-covered ..... Many lay down and roiled over and
over f'o r hours at a time. Others rushed wildly over
the stumps and benches, and then plunged, shouting
('Lost~ Lostt·'·into the forest.
As the mee t i ngs grew more and more frequent, this
nervous exci tement assumed new and more terrible forms,
One known as jerking; another, as the barking exercise;a third, as the Holy Laugh. 'The 'jerks' began in the
head and spread rapidly to the feet. The head would
be thrown from side to side so swiftly that the fea-
tures would be blotted out and the hair made to snap ,
When the bo dy was a r re cte d , the sufferer was hurled
over indrances that Cdme in his way, and finally
dashedon the ground to bounce about like a ball .....
From the ne I've s and the muscles the disorder passed
to the mind. l\[en dreamed dreams and saw visions, nay,
fancied themselves dogs, went down on all fours, and
barke 0. till they grew hoarse. It was no uncommon
sight to behold numbers of' them gathered about a tree,
barking, yelping, 'treeing the devil' ••••
Coe thus accounts for the extraordinary phenomena
o tt en maru 1°es te d in religi ors assemblle s , "The striking
psychie: manifestations which reach their climax among
us in emotional revivals, camp-mee t.i.ngs , and negro
services have a direct relation to certain 3tates of
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an essentially hypnotic and hallucinatory kind.
In various forms such states have appeared and
reappeared throughout the history of religion.
Examples of what is here referred to are found
in the sacred frenzy of the Bacchantes ••.• the
ee stasy of the Neo-Pla tonists •••• the religious
epidernj_cs of the Middle Ages •••• All these and
a multi tude 0 f similar phenomena were produced
by ur-oce s se s easily recognized by any modern
psychologist as automatic and suggestive ••••
Under the pressure of religious exci tement there
occura a sporadic case of hallucination, or of
motor automatism, or of auto-hypnoti3m, tak i ng
the ~orm of voices, visions, or catal~psy. The
onlooker::; naturally conceive a more or less dis-
t.r-es s ing fear lest the my s te r i oue power attack
their own persons. Fear act3 as a suggestion,
and the more suggestible soon realize their ex-
pectation. In accordance with the law of sug-
gestion, every new case adds power to the real
cause and presently the conditions are right
for an epidemie of such experiences. duggestion
works in proportion as it secure s a monopoly of
attention. Let us ask what, according to this
law, will happen to passibly suggestible persons
who submit thems81ves to certain well-known re-
vLve.L practices. Let us suppose that the notion
of a ::;triking transformation has been held before
the subject's mifid tor days, weeks, or even yeurs,
let us suppose that the subject has finally been
t nduc e d to- go to the penitent form, here J we will
suppose, prayers full of sympathy and emotional
earnestness are offered for him, and tha t every-
thLng has been so arranged as to produce a cli-
max in whi ch he Ii ill f'inal;Ly believe tha t the
connection be tweeri himself' and God is now accom-
plished. '1'he leader says to him, "Do you now.
bel Leve ? 'I'he n you are saved. II Is it not evident
that this wnoLe process favors the production of
a pr-otoun d emotionai transtornlatioD directly
thrOll[sIl sugge s tio n?
This description of the Kentucky Revival. is interesting in that
lQ_uoted from E. A. Ross , .3oc1al Psych_oJ.-_9gy,(New York: MacJ\,Ullan
Go., 19~~O), p p , 50-54.
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it giV9.S a v'3ry vivid picture of' the extent to wn..ich suggestion
can be made to influence behavior in religion. Dr. coo has
given an excellent analysis of the psychological process involved.
Ai t.hou gh in more recent ye ar.s , generully .speaking, such extremes
have not been reaort d to in revivals (except of course in 8000
sects) yet it must be adrnitted that to a degr~;e the same pro-
cesses have been obtained, and gre a t, use of suggestion has been
made. Indeed, where the appeal has been made almost entirely
to reason, w l t h lj_ ttle or no use of emotion and suggestion, the
results as far as numbers of converts is concerned, is always
smaller.
CHAP'l'2:n v
HOW CiU\T TJ{2 PJi. :3TORU3E SUGGr~;3~:IION?
We have been able thus far in our study to come to the
understanding that 3ugge::3tion is a very normal and ordinary
function in the life of all persons. lJ'hat it is used extensively
in every walk 01' life has been manifested, and upon that fact it
is reasonable to aS3ume that suggestion is used by the pastor in
his work. How the pa s t o'r can use suggestion, and the extent to
which he can u;.:;e it is the sub ject for our present cunsi dera tion.
In the next chapter we 'will consider its value to the pastor.
The Use in Preaching:. Remembering our defini tion of
augge s t Lvn , the core of which was that suggestion is an influence
exerted by one person on another in order to produce a certain
determined behavior, we oan well see how the pastor may use
suggestion in his preaching. Indeed it may be as;ssrted that
there can be no preaching without suggestion. The pur90se of
all preaching of course is the presentation of the Perfect
Person to persons; to lead the auditors to build their lives
around a Christ sentiment. In doing this the pastor [!Just resort
to the use of suggestion.
In the first .place the preacher must know what to pr s ac h
iJ,r2
about andi.'J~l'3n to preach it..:..ctually he has an inexhaustible
sUP9ly or themes, so it is unnecessary for any preacher to be
frantically hunting around on Saturday night for something to
preach about on .3unday. The great themes of God, the uni va r se ,
Jesus Shrist, dnd man constitute hi~ limitless supply of topics.
All of these he can relate to his ultimate go2l1.of pr'3senting
man perfect before God t nr ougn .Jesus Christ.
It is not only essential to know what to ~reclch about,
but also to know when to preach it. ~here are certain seasons
when through the ot r cumat ance s of lite man is more su ace pt Lb Le
to particular .unpr-e s s i OD.S. It is the duty of the preacher to
know w hat mank i nd is most particularly interested in at the
t Liae hi s addre s se s are given, 811d to know thereby what ought
to engage his thoughts. Dr. Holmes g i.v es Ln va.LuabLe advice
upon this subject in the following:
The pr-ea c ne r choc.sea .:mbjects that grow from the
single idea of personality. Of these some are per-
sons he talks about. Others are persons he talks to.
To interest his audience is absolutely essential to
any preaching or teaching in which anybody learns any-
thing. 'I'o interest is to draw crowds, -- SOEletldng
that our- Lord wished so much to do that Satan could
tempt him by suggesting that He throw Himself down
in to the mi dst of the masses and land unhurt; but .Jesus
himself s.aid, "now shall the prince of' this world be
cast down. And I, if I be lifted up (on the cross)
tr-om thc"')earth will draw all men unto me." (.Jno. 12:
31,32) There is more than one way to attract attention
and draw crOWds. All of them depend upon interesting
the people.... To the s t able sentiment s of a community
the speaker, who wishes to attract attention and to
hold interest makes his appeal. F'irst »rid foremo,3t,
he talks about )eOiile;. for the human interest is most
stable and universal. Next he speaks about topics
that touch the major sentiments of' his communit v , --
ae a t he t Lcs , morality, truth, religion, and then some
secondary onee , -- home, mot her, father, ch i Ldr-e n,
forte rid s , youth, rna turi ty, old age, ne1 ghborhood, money,
clothing, food, shelter, grace, education, culture,
love, refinement, gratitude etc. -- all personified ••••
Finally the Gystemutic speaker observes the Christian
year making a~peal not indeed to a localized and merely
temporal series 01' t.o pLcs , but the year as God has
arranp;e d it by i tD seasons. For seasons, regularly
a rou se V8:_;t communl ty interests, and ar ou.se them with
s orne similari ty over the entire hemisphe re of' the
earth. Nei ther do the clixnatic periods ever weary
or wear out such sentiments. With recurring zest
spring comes again, summer pours out its heat, autumn
yields its ha'rv e s t s and winter comes down upon woods
and streams and drives ellen indoors for warmth and com-
fort.l
,,·1
But not only must the preacher have a large repetoire
of .sub j e c t s and know when to preach on the various subjects, but
he must also know the consti tu tion of a person so he might know
well how to preach his material so it will be accepted by the
listener. This he is able to do by knowing the makeup of a
persoh. In other words, personality analysis is essential for
the success 01' the preacher being able to have his audi tors
accept the suggestions he presents to them.
The Use of SUeE£stion in Conversion: rEhe preacher always
hopes that rn s preaching may be instrumental in leadiI)g to the
conversion of' those non-Christians who hear his message. If this
4r5
result is to be achieved the responsibility is largely hi s , and
will be accomplished by the suggestions he makes. 3uogestion is
his social group lead him to consider the Christian religion
:'. ,
used by the preacher in producing conversion by leading the 1i8-
tener to realize that a higher and nobler and better life will
be his by becoming a Christian. He is led to see that it is not
only the right thing to do, but entirely in his best int~rests.
suggestion plays a large part in conversion by the in-
dividual t s observance of the example of others. Christians in
"",
and often times is a factor in leading to his conversion. This
I j,
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factor sonetimes has adverse results. Very frequently in re-
vivals many s tep out and profess conversion because they imi-
tated the action of others. Undoubtedly some of these indivi-
duals eventually see the light and become true followers of t r,e
Ghri st, but too many of t hem remain only a short time in the
faith, wbile others who do remain on in as socLat i on wIth the
church never be corne more than formal ritualists.
If suggestion is to be used effectively in the process
of' oorrve r sLon , those factors which go to increase the degree (,1~
sugge st to t 11 ty must be ill duced by the ~oreacher. 'I'hat is to say
he must see that expectancy, fear, desire, and to a degree that
the emotions be aroused. Here i::3 the foundati on for his success.
Wittl this. condi t t on establishe d in the audi tor, the preacher in
presenting his message stands assured that the suggestions rnade
in his preaching will, to a great measure, be received and acted
upon by the large majority.
The Use. of Suggestion in Buildin6...J-3:.£._the ,:?"piritual Li1'~:
When a person has been so a ttracted by the Christian message to
such an extent as to pass through all the psychological stages of
conv er s ion, the l'vork of the preacher cannot be sai d to be 1'ini shed,
as far as suggestion is concerned, but really only begun. The
converted individual faces the long, s Low , arduous road of
Christian experience. He .nu s t now be built up into the stature
of the fullness of Christ -- to approx Imat.e to the perfect man.
In his ta:3k of helping the iudi vidual to build Christian
charac ter the pastor 1/\7ill find the grea te st source of suggestion
to be the ~ord of God. In this book he will find that the New
'I'e at ame.nt especially will consti tute the major field from which
the suggestions for edification will be drawn, and of this sec-
tion of' the Bible the Epistles par t LcuLar'Ly- 'l'nese writings will
be found to contain an abundance of sugge3tioLS which will
challenge the thought, emotions, and will of the COINerted person.
Certain fundamental principles must be enuncia ted here.
As. 1'ar as the individual t s thinking is concerned I as the Apostle
Paul puts it, there nrust be a definitely positive note in the
suggestions. ttvrhatsoever t hangs are lovely, what soev er things
are pure, what s ceve r t.hi ngs are honest, whatsoever thing.' are of
good r-ej.or t , if' there be any virtue, if there be any praise, think
on these things". Paul surely knew the principles of good psy-
chology. There is a lot of' truth in the statement, "we are no
better than our though tsu• :30 the t as k of the pastor is to aee
that the convert in hLs thinking is constantly pos i tive and C(;11-
structive.
The next task in the edifying of the Christiun is
suggestion in his emotional life. Here sugi=:sestions from the
teachings of Jesus as well as His Apostles may be supplied. The
large part that love must play in the development of' Christian
o.har act s r is enunciated by all. Perhaps typical of' the Haster's
teaching in this respect is Chapter 14 in the Gospel of' :3t•. Td111,
and of course ty)ical of' the Apostles'teaching is Paul's epic
13th chapter of .B'irst Corinthians. In this chapter the Apostle
~ makes th.? the one quality of life indispensible to the
~.:
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Christian, it becomes the "essence of Christianity" to quote
Dean E. D. Kershner of Butler University.
:2'inally the movivating dynamic of the new life is given
as the indwelling apirit of Jesus Christ. This finds its ex-
pr-os s t on in an entirely new will-power in the individ.ual. The
whole L'lte is wrapped up in the Christ sentiment, motivated by
the Christ spirit, und expressed in a "universal, int81li~ent,
unselfish, good-will".
This covers the field of the pastor's acitivity in
supplying suggestions in the life of the person he is leading
on towards the high goal of perfection. li..1any li ves low in
morals, powerless, and wi t.n no set direction or 800.1 in life,
have been elevated to be corne some of the greatest souls. The
testimony of this is always to be seen in the life of a Jerry
MacCauley, a Billy Sunday, a 3adhu 3ingh, and a Kagawa.
The Use of ,Juggestion in the Curing of Diseases: Be-
cause of the value therapeutically ~ed in relie;ious sugges-
tion the pastor must face the obliga-bions laid upon him by this
ministry. He is to share the field of curing by suggestion with
the great cor~any of psychiatrists and psychotherapists, cooper-
ating with them and assisting when and where his help is needed.
Tille field of curing by suggestion is practically mono-
polized by the psychiatrists and psychotherapists, and perhaps
we should venture a di3tinction of these two branches of the
medical profession. P;:3ychiatry is that branch of the medical
p r of'e ssion which is given to the ;:> tudy and the curi ng of' all
manner of' mental diseases, wh i Le psychotherapy is devoted to
ttl"? study and the cur ing of all manner of di sor der s and diseases
which are functional in origin. psychcLatry is a modern science,
while payc ho t.her-apy is very old. '1'0 further enlighten our minds
upon the study of psychiatry we quote here from the very popula I'
Ii ttle book, ~ychiatry for the Curious.
Psychiatry sut' f'ers tram words. Look at .someof these
words: Schizophrenia, hypochondriacal, hebephr8nia~
rnasocJ.-lism,pathergasias, p.s ychosi s , psychoneurotic, manic-
depressive, psychoanalysis, dissociative, dysrnnisic dis-
orders, narcissistic. These are b~autiful wor1s, and
once you have mastered them, you can lead them around
as pe t s., They serve rnuch the same purpose as a vicious
bull-dog. 'I'ne y p revent the intrusion of strangers into
your ::_JriV'"ltedomain and they give you a feeling of
security. I
Ind he might have added that each aile regks with portentious
sugge .s t lon l 0'\..wtingfurther from Dr. Pr{~ston we may add this
lively stat3ment:
The fable of the Cheshire cat, the cat w1th a head
and no body is an excellent starting place for a dis-
cussion 01' psychiatry. psychiatry is supposed to deal
'with the mind, out no one ever saw a mind which was not
ai3sociatedwi th a living person eq_1.1ippedwith a heart,
a set 01' lungs, arms and legs, and a lot of other mis-
cellaneous internal machinery. No mind ever went to
church by itdelf, or to jail, or to the poor-house, or
even to a mental hosp i tal. Nlental illneSS is person-
illn(3ss ju.rt as pneumonia or typhoid fever or heart
disease, and tor that rea~on we here and now lay the
ghost of the Cheshire cat School of psychi.:=J.tricthinking
which all p eychlatrLst s abandoned many years ago, but
which is still clung to by a few non-psychiatric physi-
cians, and by a large group of'lay people. IvIental ill-
ness is 111n'3ss of man not of minds.
T'he other ghost which we mus t dispose of' is the he ad-
less horseman. No one can make you believe that your
mind is undisturbed when you are seasick. Pain, nausea,
fear, weakness, fati2ue, act on the mind as w 11 as the
bodies 01' living people. The idea of purely mental or
pu reLy physical disease is a myth. psycttiatry deals
with living people, and not with headless bodies, or
disrnembered minds so the headless horseman and the
Cheshire cat ~ust be looked at and buried by anyone who
is interested in psychiatry.2
~..----- _----- ------_._----
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IG. H. Preston, M.• D., l?..~X.9hifitr-y-f..or~he_Cur~ous., (New York:
Farrar & Rinehart, 1940), p. 3.
2rbid., pp. 7-8.
In this unique mannc r and Inrvery interesting language
he uses, Dr. Preston has cleared away any fog settled around the
name of psychiatry, and clearly indicated what the 9ractlce of
psychiatry is devoted to and the field of its miniStrations.
\Ti'hilethe practice of psychiatry is quite modern, on the
other hand as we have already indicated the practice of'psycho-
therapy is very ancient. One of the very early roots from which
the practice came was that of miraculous healing, wh Lch was a1-
most without exception associated with r'31igion. A magician or
a priest and ceremonies or rites were always in association with
such demo na t rations of' healing. 'I'he sanctuary or the temple
would be the scene of these healings, and countless numbers of
sufferers would con~ all bringing costly gifts to in~oke the
good-will of the god~, and if possible to receive in return the
heali~g of the body.
Pierre .Janet in PsycholC2._"lical Ireq).Ing wri tes:
At the outset it is probable that religious methods
of healing were applied to all diseases without excep-
tion. Before long, however, science began to develop
so that IDBn became able to treat with almost unfailing
success a certain number of unfortunate happenings
whose naturewa,j especially plain and intelligible.
Treatment in these cases advanced to a stage beyond
miracle to become a work of art. Qui te early the gods
lost interest in the treatment of dislocation and frac-
tures, and handed over these eLementurv matters to the
surgeons. But the re still remained a huge mnl tiplici ty
of' diseases f'orwhose relief the aid of the gods had to
be invoked. Thus in ancient days there were two dls.=
tinct practices of medicine. One of these was official
and human, for here the results of the treatment were
explicable, and could be obtained with sufficient cer-
tainty to be regarded as t.he outcome of a human science.
The other med i c l ne was religious, more or 18:38 secret
in character, applied to the cure of comparatively
hidden and obscure illnesses.l
From New Testament times till well into the Middle Ages
healing was associated with the religion of Jesus Christ, and a
practice of the church. E1igius, Bishop of Noyon 640-655, is
s.aid to have found a man "contracted in all the limbs", and to
have exhorted tile sufferer to have fai th in Jesus Christ, to have
praye dove r the 3i ok man, and to have t.ake n him by the hand
saying, "in the name of J'e sua Christ arise and stand on your
feet", instantly the sick man is said to have stood up, the con-
tractures having passed away.2
A pLac e must be given animal magnetism in the historical
development of therapy by suggestion. To quote from Janet in
Psychological Healing:
:Mesmer is regarded as the founder of Animal Magnetism,
and 1:J.lesmerism is an al ternative name for the doctrine,
but he is perhaps the least interesting of these wri terse
He is in line wi th the series of therapeutists before
his day, those who affected a miraculous cures by an
appe a.L to mysterious forces;l1e was clever enough to
speak of' force,s whose nature was little known, but which
were beginning to attract attention -- such forces as
magnetism, electricity, and nervous energy, whose activity
--------- --
lPierre Janet, Psycfloloezical Healing, (New York: Macmillan Co.),
p. 22.
2Greer, ps_;ychothera12.:Y, Pt. 3, Ch. 1, p > 65.
Iseemed real enough to the comparatively uneducated. It
was easy to believe that those forces might act upon the
human organism and rni,?:ht affect our health •••• The Scottish
phys:Lc ian, 'iill i am Maxwell, was the first to assemble Lnto
a body of do6trine~, the utterances of the ancients con-
cerning the cu r-at iv e influence of magnetism. He regarded
all diseases ac3 the outcome of the withdrawal of a vital
fluid from our organs and he believed that a pr-ope r
balance could be re-established by simply restoring the
requisite amouri t 01' magnetic force. Subsequently Mes-
mer's pr-opos i.tions are ~n iB.lmos.tcomplete reproduction
of Maxwell's aphorisms.
Like all new ideas this one flourished for a time. r!Iesmer
endoyed a period of great popularity, and no doubt profited from
this populari ty in no amaLf, way. Unf'ortuantely the llcademy of
Medicine intervened and ordered some investigation to be made,
and as if to complicate matters further, one of his patients
die d , and thi s seeme d to s oeLl, t he fin i s for Mesmer, who di d the
-'C.. wise thing, and :faded from the picture.
A third developmental stage in the history of healing by
sugge st ion is se en in the praoti ces whr ch go urider the names of,
Mind Cure, trle:ntal Healing, Divine Healing, spiritual Healing,
Unity, and ChrL::tian 3cienoe. 1'1:1ela3t mentioned of these is
by far the mos t f'amous , and we Lt rni t our consideration to
Christian Science as a representative of this stage of develop-
ment of' ne aLi ng by sugge:3tion. Although HI'S. Baker 1_I;ddymono-
polize3 the glory as .having originated Christian Jcience, it is
a well known fact that the method of healing originated wLth
l.Janet, OPe cit., p , 30.
Phineas Parkhurst (~uimby, a one-time vvatchmaker who became an
enthusiast for magnetism and later developed his own method of
mental healing. It was this technique of healing which fell
into t h-e hande; of' HI'S • Eddy, an dwhi OIl she uae d as the basis or.
foundation for Christian .sci enc e , Mrs. Baker Eddy (then }\lIrs.
Glover) tr ie d for yo ar s to e s tau; i sh a Healing Mission on the
te chn i cue 01' (~u:i.miJy,eventually she succeeded at Lynn, Nlassa-
chusetts, and 118re, notably tL!rough the successes of her stu-
dents, more particularly through one namedXannedy, and another
named Spo rro r d , she came to enj oy a comfortable 1i ving , As
time passed by Ers. Glover came to have a fairly sizable income
and much no toriety. It VilasAsa Gilbert j£ddy, one of the students
in her Clinic whom she married, whose name was destined to become
famous along with Christian 3ci8nc8.
The nature of the doctrines and the methods used by
Christian Scientist..J is what is or Lnto r e st to us in this study,
and these are round in the publication, Jcienc9 and Health, the
/ Key to the Scri_9ture a , first published in ;30ston le75. 'The book
is really very difficult to read, and contains not very much of
what could be called scientific; it is the therapeutic methods
we are Lrrt e r'e s te d In, The book is largely negative, for example,
matter, eVil, sin, poverty, disease, and dedth are all denied to
be fact s , lJain doe s no t ex i 3t • "Nothing is real and ,2ternal --
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nothing is spirit -- but God and His idea. Evil has no reality,
it is ne i t ner I)ersoD, 1)12Ce, or thing, but :3L,ply a beli~t:, an
illusion or Y>lat·=:;rL1.18e11.3e", page 71:1. nVfhen will the error
01' believing t r.at there is life in matt s r , and that s i n , sick-
ness, and death are c r-eat I or.a 01' 'iod be unmaeked ? , page 205:'7.
The fuorta1 mind is what Mr~. Rddy considers responsible for
people bel ieving in all the "errors" mentions d.
Fierre J'anet in Psycholo{Q__cmlHealing has this criticism
of Christian ;:3cience to o r rer , wh i ch we think admirably and ace+
quately suits the C8.3e~
Under these condi tions therapeutics becomes a very
simple matter. Diagnosis is superfluous. Here is a
patient and ~hat suffices. The-hefler's behavior does
not vary from Cth3e to case, for the same treatment
applies to all dLso es.es , 1-.I1rs. Eddy r'r-e cuerrt Ly empha-
sizes her contention that Christian Sci~nce methods
must not be restricted to the relief' of nervous diS-
orders, but rnus t be all )lted indiscriminately for the
cure of every kind of-disease.l
In Christian Science lNe have a method of healing which
is. pure and s~~P~y suggestion. 1'his fact in itself is not an
error. Where the error in Christian 3cience resides is in the
~ extremes of' the !tsugge;3tions" made. Vrhich suggestions go f'ar
~ ~ I and away beyond the limits of reason, and the canons of science.
I .-' lIb· " 7h~.._.- la., p. ,J.
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It is mo st ap.9arent that there are e1'1'01'8 in the develop-
mental st age s in the evolution of the practice of heal Lng by
" ::mgi~e:stiorJ,as t'o r exam~)lv none take~ diagnosis into consi deration~ ......---
at all, there is no distinction made between the vori ous diseuses
at all, no consideration given to the patient's moral predi:-~.....---
pOditions, and finally there is no distinction made between
phy~3io-benic and psycho-genic disorder;]. In the modern pr-acti ce
of healing by suggestion diagnosi3 finds an initial place. No
patient is treated until diagnosiS is. made. '1'11isellHbles the
trained healer to estimate as to whether the person under ob-
servation :L:c3 a correct subject t'o r treatment. He must ascertain
as to whetLer the trouble afflicting the person is physio-genic
or psycho-genie in origin, that is,to say whether the trouble is
organiC or functional. If the trouble is physio-genic or organiC
1t is really out of the sphere of the healer, for healing by
suggestion is concerned only with functional disorders, or di8-
orders the origin of ic11 is in the mi nd. ;,'te do not ij, ish to be
dogmatic here and assert that no disorders or troubles which ore
physio-genic can be healed by suggestion. To the contrary, all
physio-genic disorders can be assisted in their healing by the
correct suggestions (we have already elsewhere stated this) and
it is not at all beyond possibility that some physio-genic d1s-
orders or disea8es could be cured by suggedtion. There are 80me
,
/
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who hold this polnt or vtew , as for example, L. D. Vveatherhead
who wri tes:
T am not asserting or contradicting the claim that
non-material methods of'cure are entirely irrelevant and
useless to deal with trouble the origin of which is phy-
sical. I am only sayj_ng that ~ the origin of a dis-
ability is phYdical, in the main it is not unreasonable
to affirm tnat the cure will be physical.l
Our postulate then is that the method of healing by
suggestion endeavors to keep strictly within the field of
spiritual or non-m.aterial phenomena, and thus hand Le s disorders
that are psycho-genic in ori.sin. These troubles may arise from
eith(clrof two sources, mental disharmony (such as obsession,
shock, or neurosis) or moral disharmony.
The theraneutic value of religious suggestion is no
-- ,
longer doub te d, and in this method of llealing we see another
use of sugZ8dtion for the pastor. Religion is the particular
domain 01' the pastor, and the possibili ty of any healing which
might result from religious suggestion is very definitely his
concern. Correlated 1Nith this is the fact that any disharmony
in human lives, disease, or trouble of any nature which is the
result of spiritual mal-adju3tment to God or the universe, is
the Da~tor's particular concern and responsibility. The very
nature of the work the pastor is called upon to do affirms that
he is a therapist if he i8 anything at all. Jesus Christ in
-r.. D. Weatherhead, P§)l.chol()"&'2__g_:~heService of the Soul, ('The
Epworth Press, London), p. 9.
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whose footsteps every minister of the gospel should seek. to
ro l Low , was a therapist. One cannot but be impressed by the
words of Luke in his gospel chapter 9, verse 11, when he says
that J'esu s "healed them that had need of healing". 'This fact
characterized the whole ministry of the Master. \:Jhenever He
was in the midst of people, He was 21ways conscious of the dis-
harmony in their lives. He describes His mission in the words,
!II have oorne that ye might have life, and li1'e more abundantly".
Anything that disintegrates life, and creates disharmony be-
tween the individual and his God, and his fellovifs, .Jesus was
pledged to take aVlaY, and He did. This work He has com..mitte.d
to Hi;3 mini sters in the world today. The pastor must help
people to the more abundant life. This he must do by helping
in the elimination of those t.hi ngs which keep the "abundant
life" from ]eople. Suggestion will help him in this work.
It is not the ml s sLon of the author to argue tha t the
pastor 01' today is to go about healing in exactly the same
manner as did the Christ and that he sn ou.Ld be able to boast
of' he aL'i.ngs 0.3 numerous and as miraculous as were the Master's.
Christ's healings were peculiar to Him. He was the Son of God,
and in part these healings of His manifested that tact. However,
it may be doubt.e d that this was tile only reason 1'01' them. May
it not be a s sumed that they were a herald 01' gr~at blessings to
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come to mankind through His gospel. Jesus had no alternative in
demonstrating the power of the gospel than the recourse to mira-
culous healillgs, and the forgiveness of bins without the response
from the indi vi dual. .Tesus sai d of' t.h cs e wh a would follow Him
in the world in carrying on His ministry, "Verily, verily I say
unto you, he tha t believeth on me, the works tha t I do shall he
do also, and greater works than these shall he do, because I go
to my Father."
J\_nexamina ti on of .some of the heal ings per formed by
Jesus indicate that the Master was fully aware that sane of the
diseases suffered by many people of His day were the di rect
result of Sinning, or mal-adjustment to God. 'I'h i s fact is
illustrated in His treatment of' the man sick of the palsy. 'I'he
incident is recorded in the gospel according to st. Matthew
chapter 8, verse 6, "Rut that ye may know that the don of Man
hath power on earth to forgive sins (then He saith to thv sick
of the paL3Y) arise, and take up thy bed, and go into thy house."
Here the implication is clear 'that the man's physical condition
I was
I get
the r-e suLt of .s i nn i ng , and thut the r Lr s t ne ce ss i ty was to
the man right spiri tually. Here we see an =xarnp.Le of a
d i aea s e which was psycho-genic in origin healed by .Te-'us, and
perhaps it is riot unreC:l.sonable to assume that it was not an
is.olated ea:=;e, but that there »e xe marry o t.h er s nut r ocor ded .
It is in this 1'ield where t he re are functional diseases,
whether manl t'e at e d in the body or mind, which are the result of
spiritual or moral di snar'mony , that the work of .Jesus as a
therapi3t and the pastor as a therapist lie parallel. ~here ere
dangers thdt lie in the Pdth of the pastor as a therupidt which
ought to be faced. As L. D. ~[eatherhead drgu8s in Psychology
and Life it is possible for the )astor to be led to give too
much 01' his time to this Tilork, and so much time to study in this
1'i81d that he ii-rill want to become a s)eci ali3t in psycho t her-apy
fir.Jt and a ml n tste r second; 't hi.s riu st spoken a ga i.ns t , li'urther-
more in his 'work as a therapist the~)a,:.itor is bo urid to come ij to
)
cLos e con tac t 1"Iit h t he medi cal )ro.c t Lc Lone 1', an d tJ:li s has
aev eca.l, inplications','lhich vve cug nt to take a look at.
'The ri rst is that the close aS30ciation of the pa stor
an d Lh'3 uie dt caL doctor in the glorious ministry 01' lleQling pre-
suppo:se s t.ria t the pastor an d t ne doc tor .311auld 000 lj8rate togetrL_,r
as tar a.3 possible. Leading men in both the Christian m1n.:L~tI'Y
and the medical prof~ssion are pressing for tl~is closer 000ge1'a-
t t.on , Of the number vie .nay c i te Dr. ";r1c Waterhouse and Leslie
D. ~eatherhead for t ne ~l,inistry, and Drs. W. TI. Brown and Burnett
Rae as typical of' those who support the idea. quote t ion from
Dr. Burnett Rae of Harley 3treet, London is appropriate at th~
t Lme :
6D
T am not one of those who think that the b u.si ne s s
of heal:Lng is the prerogative or task of one profession
or class of' men. In this matter God has gi ve n to every
man his work. Our opportunities differ, our gifts
differ. There are many ministries but one spirit. The
clergyman has an opportunity whichthe doctor can never
have, the doctor an influence such as no other can
Wield; the parent, the teacher, the nurse, the friend
are all called to their special task, and all mus t
exercise it with the common desire to help and to heal.
Our cooperation will not be rurtnc re c by one profession
attempting the work of another, but by broadening the
baSis and the scope of its own proper activities. When
this is done we shall inevitably be brought closer to-
gether, for we shall know tha t our task is such that
we cannot succeed in it aprat from the help the other
~".-.-~..... .
can give; and we shall realize, a'l so , that the objeot
and the aim which we have is common to us both, the
allevia tion of 3u1'1'ering, the health of the whole man--
body, mind, and spirit •••• Doctors and CLergymen must
learn to t ake a more intelligent and appreciative in-
terest in each others wor~, otherwise they are likely,
in the future to overlap .. and in terfere wt th each
other. 'l'hey should' weloome the opportuni ty of meet tng
together in conference •••• In the meantime, it would
seem to be imperative that we should strive not only
to make our religion more ~SYChOI(l)giCal, but our
psychology more religious.
~. Dr. Burnett Rae has shown us the ideal toward which both
if~ -) doctor and minister must move• Neither must attempt work which
rightly belongs to the other, but by cooperation make for a more
efficient ministry of healing in which both are implicated.
The second implication from this close a.ssociation of
both the doctor and the pastor is the necessity of an adequately
trained ministry, such as will encourage and merit the f'ullest
-r., D. Weatherhead, Psychology and Life, (London: Hodder &
Stoughton, 1937), p. 47-48.
~)
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cooperation and confidence of the medical profession. An
ex'amtna t t.on of the courses ott'e re d in most Bible Colleges
indicates that mlhisterial students are thoroughly trained in
all theological, doctrinal, and organizational requirements for-
the mini3try, but little trained to understand human nature, its
makeup, and the disharmony which so often ruins the Ii re of so
many. ':['he average pastor leaves school wi th his mind well tilled
with Greek and other subjects ~hich most proceed systematically
to torget} and very li ttle trained to live wi th people to know
their troubles, and to s.ympathize wi th them and cure them.
Dr. Eric Waterhouse s,ys:
The church should be responsi ble for setting apart
and training a ministry of healing which would have the
confidence of the medical men. At present every clergy-
man has people coming to him who should consult a phy-
SiCian, and every physician has cases which are really
cases for sct r t tual help. But sooner or later must
come the day when the care of the body, of the mind, and
the soul will meet together, and when the spiritual
adviser, the psychologist and the medical man will
cooperate in a united ministry of he aling, and the bodland the soul God joined will no longer be put asunder.
Dr. Waterhouse has rightly poLnte d out that it is the
task of' the church to see that an adequately trained ministry is
at work in the world. All ministers are v~ry busy men, perhaps
there are no other servants 0 f manki.nd who work longer hour a 1br
less pay, and it may be argued that it would be untair to over-
lIbid., quoted f'rom foreword by Dr. Waterhouse. ~ \J'J-p~;
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load them wi th a work of heal I ng , On the othe r hand, it might
just be possible that the church as 1t is organized to day places
on the shoulder of the pastor a great amount of' work never meant
to be his. Generally today the pastor has to do the work of the
elders, part of the work of the deacons, be a financial expert,
a dobt collector, a wizard at organization, an exciting after-
""-_.,-
dinner speake r , and not inf"requently the jani tor. Sometime s he
is expecte d to be a preacher true to the Bjbble t but never a
healer.
The ever increasing contribution of able minds in the
United states, Britain, and the Continent, coming to the fore
each year, makes the future bright. Indeed it seems that the
minister of tomorrow no doubt will practice consciously and
deliberately, what many ministers today practice unconsciously,
fUIllblingly, and in ignorance. 'I'he church is q_ui e t.Ly assuming
the re sponsi bill ty Dr. Waterhouse has referred to. Universi ties
now make it possible for the ological students to attend Clinl1cs
and to receive specialized training in the fie ld of therapeutic
suggestion. Among the foremost of these schools in America are
Chicago, Yale, Hockef'eller Institute, and Columbia. This new
situation indeed augers well for the future.
'I'he advantages of a well trained ministry which recog-
~1!~",:1 rri ze s the therapeutic value invested in religious suggestion may
-~ ......, \~~~.~~A....»->:
be inferred from the words of L. D. Weatherhead which we quote
from BsychologX and Life.
(a) As he visited his people, going into their
homes, unbidden and unsumrnoned -- and the only
person thus honored -- he would detect the early
beginnings of neurotic troubles or even o~ psy-
chosi s. Many cases 0 r the forme r he could treat
himself, for a few skillful conversat ion s would
wo rk wonders. As it is, pe ople wait until they
are really ill, and often until some physical
condition supervenes, before they call in a
doctor ••••
(bl A minister psychologically trained could act
in relation to the medical psychotherapist much
as the general practitioner acts to the medical
or surgical specialist. He could take a little
trouble to try and understand the patient, and
then, finding, as they often would, that the case
was beyond him, either in regard to ability or
time, he could send him in good time to a con-
sultant ••••
(c) The minister has the pastoral care of the child,
and his advice to the parents, if based on know-
ledge, would generally be welcome. His influence
and opportunities, if widely used are enormous ••••
(d) lTurther the minister wi th psychological know-
ledge added to his training as a minister, will
find some cases where he is the ministrant. How
o r te n have patients told me, "Of course I couldn't
tell a doctor what I've told you." The mtnister
should be able to help tnose in sex tangle s,
worries, fears, and bad habits whLch affront the
religious faculty with which the doctor cannot
deal, and of whi ch he hardly he ar-s , and which
never come to a psychotherapist until perversion
drives a patient to him, needing a treatment last-
ing perhaps two years .••• 'I'h Ls part of the w or-k, it
seems to me, is the essence of "pa at or-e.L work",
demanding a training little less elaborate than
that of the physician.
Here 'we have a picture of the minister trained to meet
lIbido "
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all the opportuni tie sand 0bliga ti 0 ns toge ther with the
responsibilities of the highest and noblest calling in the world --
to q~~_!::_~Dean lnge, "the physician of the soul". It is impossible
for the pastor to avoid this as::>ociation of' healing with his
calling as a herald of the gospel. He is "ipso rac to " a
therapist, becau se every sLnner he turns from the error of his
way, he has, in effect, healed. Sin is the greatest disinte-
grating factor there is in the world; to bring people to Christ,
have thei r sins forgiven, and the ir 1ive s integrate d by the in-
dwelling Christ, is to bring healing to divided souls, if' it
1s anything at all. Many there are in till world who are
suffering bodily and mentally through diseases which are in
themselves symptoms of a life out of harmony with God -- in
truth whose sins are the cause of their troubles. 'I'hese people
can go to all the doctors they wish to, may swallow gallons of
tonic, and they will be no better. 'I'h.e seasi de, the rare air
of the mountains cannot cure thern, '.i'hey need the ir 11ves a.d-
justed to God, and this is the work of the ~r. What could
be more challenging or s.atisfying than to be working wi th a
soul for whom the light of life has all but gore out t and to
see that soul come to be whole -- healthy in body, mind, and
spiri t t
Realizing his vocation to be one which involves healing,
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and understanding the therapeutic value in the gos.peL he has to
present, w ou.Ld mean that the pastor would examine every possible
'.-
avenue of service and see to it that each is used to the greatest
advantage. Possibly the first to receive special attention would
be his pa:3toral work. Here it wou.I d .aean that in his pastoral
calling he w0011d seek to go where he was mo.st needed. 30metimes
the pastor has no o.i f':eicul ty in finding out just where he is
needed mos t , at other t.Lioes he vvi11 nee d .t o have "eyes to see,
and ears to hear" the call of needy souLs , '110 be of greatest
value pas.torCll visitat~on must be stripped of all trivia.lities,
1-- and every call made, invested with definite purpose. It is~-~---.-
essential that the pastor know every family connected with his
pastorate, and it is not enough merely to know them by families,
but every individual member of each family must be kno"l!llq,from
the youngest to the oldest. He must observe them, their habits
and their .ideaLu , This tn tLmacy will enable him to become the
true ano phend or the f1.ock, the doctor of their souls. This
solici tous atti tude or the pa s t or will gain for him the con-
fidence of all, so that when there is trouble or need, his will
be the r tr s t counsel sought. There· is a by-product of this
kind of ministry which is bound to come to the pas t or- -- it
is the increa~e in love he will have for people. Without this
deep understanding and sympathetic love, the pastor will be
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useless in his work. '1'11eApostle Paul has already said, that
he wou.Ld be as sounding bra ss or a clangi ng cymbal. Je sus,
the Master, wad characterized by His love for people. He
could laugh wi ttl people, and weep wi th them. He wept over
.> JerU,salem) so deep was His compassion and emotion for the people
of' that ci ty. A pastor can ge t along without some qualifica-
tions tha t go to make a. su cce s81\1_1mini s t er , but th is qua.l t ty
1s essential if his ministry 1s to be fruitful and acceptable.
In the se cond pl.ace the pastor wi11 want to give some
consi deration to the place where he will meet his people.
Some pastors whorare very conscious of the healing side of
their ministry have established what they call "a clinic" or
"soul clinic". Along wi ttl others I would deprecate the use
of the wor-d "clinic" for the place where the pastor would meet
",
,,,
I
his people. I would do this for the reason that it would give
some geople the idea that the pastor was "playing at being a
doctor", and secondly, because I do not think that the pastor
could do his best work with the "clinic" atmosphere about.
Ra ther I think it be st that the q_d:i3t homely atmosphere should
be retained in his room. It is advisable that there not be
too many books about the room, for thede give the place the
uncomfortable "bookish" atmosphere. rrhe pastor eould have
this room 81ther at his home, or at the church building, some
/
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prefer the la tter where the worship eanc tu ar-y is handy if
needed, and where the atmosphere of the church dorai.na te s ,
Dr .. Charles T. Holman says in respect to the min:i.ster's
room:
The writer once visited the study of a pastor who
has had great success in counseling and helping troubled
men and women. He noticed that the lighting of the
room was quiet; the f'urnishing and the pictures
s.ugoeste d peaoe and sereni ty; the en tire ensemble
indicated that this was the study of a man at once
thoughtful and religious; but a feature which especially
caught attention of the observer was tha t while the
minister's seat was an ordinary office chair, the
seat occupied by visitors was a comfortable, well
upholstere d chair, in which one might relax and be
at ease. It is not at all unlikely that this min-
ister's success in this form of' ministry is in part
to be attributed to this careful phy s i oaL setup for
his interviews, as well as his own unique personal
quali 1'1ca tions.l
'I'hought fuLnes a and care in respect to the pastor's room
cannot be stressed too much, and any pains the pastor goes to
in order to see that all his arrangements are so fixed that his
interviewers are able to relax and feel perfectly at ease, will
not pass by unrewarded.
Finally the pastor's techniQue and approach in treating
people must come up for consideration. Much,if not all, of the
pastor's success in his therapeutic work rests upon his ability
to correctly diagnose the troubles of those who COIne to visi t
him. It is essential that he be able to know whether it is a
le. T. Holman, Cure of Souls, (Chicago University Press), p , 101.
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pe r-son "s liver, or thyroid gland, or soul which is the cause of
the tndLvf.dual.t s trouble. With the general run of' people he vl111
find little difficulty in diagnosing the trouble of the indivi-
dual, but once in a while someone will barfle him.
At this time the question ari ses as to what technique
the pa s tor ought to use in the treatment of such, if not all
cases? Professor J. G. MacKenzie in his book, Souls in the
Making, has some valuable suggestions on this matter of technique,
and we quote from him at this time:
It is the more difficult cases which the pastor
meets that need elucidation ...• 'The object of' all
analysis, mental exploration, or autognosis, or by
whatever name we choose to call the TIe thod, is to
get into clear con sciousness and true perspecti ve
the inner difficulties behind the mal-formation of
character, or mal-adaptation to life itself. We put
it simply by saying the object is to talk over and
talk out the causes of mal-adjustment, the fear be-
hind the anxiety, the lack behind the depression,
or the difficulties in controlling impulses which
are perfectly conscious.
One of the earliest applications which I made of
the new knowle dge was in mmyor dinary pastoral VJO r-k,
A young soldier had been reported missing, and then
killed. 'I'h e mother seemed to lose interest in all
things, and finally developed neurasthenic symptoms,
and indeed the doctor said tha t she was on the verge
of a nervous breakdown. I talked the matter over
wi th the father and aske d him whethe r he spoke much
to his wife about their dead boy. He answered tha t
he never referred to it and did his utmnst to keep
the subject out of con1'ersation; he could see no
use in keeping the wound open. I advised him to
talk as muoh as possible about the lad, and visited
fairly often myself and never missed an opportunity
of speaking to her about the lad who was nearest to
her thoughts. I do not suppose that either father
....:j
~r mother knew wnat I was trying to do, and w hat 1n-
bl~enca I had I am not prepared to say, but the mother
~Dan to pick up and before long she oegan to speak
of the b0)' ina pe r re otly heaHhy way, and i nde'; d
carne to feel the joy of having had him so long in-
stead of the sorrow of having lost him. In attempting
to repress her emotions and thoughts she kept herself
alwa~s on the ver~ of tears, she was using up st~ngth;
and Just because sue was repressing her feelingS and
Lmpu'l.se e to speak about her boy, the mind could not
get a chance to go out to otoor interes
ts
•
l
Here we have a methOd of treatment that acts something
11k
e a safety valve __ it allOWS the pent up steam to escape,
the tr .
oubLes are talked over, and the pressure relieved, and
r
reedom again established. The pSychOlOgical value of thiS
treatment is that it brings out to the surfaoe all the repressed
image
" s , or experiences which have caused the trouble and the
indi vidual is able to lillok them "in the face" and assuIOOa
normal and hea1thy a tt i tude towardS them.
This methOd of treatment advocated by MacKenzie is
almos t exactly like the methOd of treatment advanced by the
"
persuasionis
t
school" of which DuboiS of. Berne maY be cited as
a ty . .plca1 representatlve.
In hiS book, 1Ee psychiC Treatment
Of 1\1' 1. • ti t f'_ ervous. Disorders,. ]).IbOis streSses tne pos>· ve na ure 0
tho
1" treatment indicating tllat the patient himself is brought
<to e . d txarmne his life, to see the error of hiS way, an to urn
from it. There is a danger in thiS method of treatment whioh
must be guarded against, and that is in cons ti tuting it as too
------------------------------------------------------------
1J. G_
Unwin ,
MacKenzie, soulS in the lVl~king, (London' Geol'ge Allen &
1928), 1>P- 197-198.
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intellectualistic. Dr. Bernard Hart in his book, Psychothera121'
rightly points out that we must allow tor the "suggestive
potency" 01' the therapist's pe r-sona.l i ty in guiding the indivi-
dual to the right adjUstment.1
Whatever method of treatment the pastor may decide
upon in the adjustment of a personali ty, ce r ta i n. underlying
pr LncLpLe a must govern his approach to the individual. In the
first place he must diagnose the whole si tuation, and secondly,
he must help the individual to acquire the traits of character
he lacks, and thirdly, he must never lose sight 01' his main
purpose which is the establii.:)hment of the integrity of the
peroonali ty under treatment. Because of the clari ty of his
treatment of' this subject, we quote from J. G. MacKenzie who
says that the pastor must
.• ediagnose the whole s t tue.t.t on; . It is not enough
to pass moral judgment upon it and t.hen comfort one-
se Lr that duty has been done. There was the little
boy sent to me with a whole catalogue of faults. l1'he
doctor could find no mental defects; yet he had
attempted to set the house on fire three times; came
downstairs through the night and did all kinds o:f
damage; lost no opportuni.ty in destroying anything
belonging to an elder sister or to his step-mother,
he had hidden a knife beneath the carpet to oomm'lt
suicide, and he was only six and a half years of age t
•••• Nevertheless the situation was not difficult to
diagnose. After his mother died, while the child was
just three, his father took him into his bedroom, and
for three years he was everything to his father. Then
suddenly the child is told he is to have a new mother.
lDr. Bel"nard Hart, Psychotherapy, p , 30.
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The child could vividly tell me all about the first
evening his new mother came; how he was sent to
another room; how his father had priJ,iled him to show
what a :rine boy hL3 daddy had. What did he want wi th
a new mommy? He r:esented her, but dare not show it.
Six months afterwards the 't r'oubLe began, and con-
tinued until the parents were in despair. I help~d
him to understand what he was doing and why he was
dol ng what he praye d no t to do night a fter night; I
brought bac k the repressed feelings, and as Dr. W. M.
Brown would put it,-'abreacted' them. He has since
gi ve n no trouble. But diagnosis did not finish wi th
the boy. I quickly found the parents' attitude was
all wrong; the step-mother was so anxious to be
thought a good mother that she mistook her < ttempt
to make a good mother for affection for the boy t The
father was so anxious to show his seoond wife what
fine children he had, that instead of being sorry
for the boy's failure he felt humiliated before his
wifet It is probable that the change in the boy was
as muoh due to the changed atti tude of the parents ••••
than anything I had said to him; although he gave one
or two signs of having grasped his own attitude ••••
'I'he next thing is to help the individual to desire
the trai ts 0 t' character he lac1(5 •••• It has to be
borne into the mind of many that if they are to alter
their fate, their_l?_sychic attitudes and the unc onac tous
forces from which these proceed mu,,_?tbe altered. It
is easy to project our difficulties upon the environ-
~_,........."ment or others, that thi s is often a very hard task ••••
Nothing can be done until too individual realizes that
the main difficulties are within himself ••••
.,._____ The third point that the pastor has to keep in
mind is that his object must be to integrate the
inner tendencies and di spo sL tions of the individual.
He must see himself in the light of general princi-
ples,principles he has now accepted. We cannot stop ••••
until somehow we have helped him to some ideal purpose
wi thin which the conflicting tendencies are finding
some legitirr"'{-;lte outlet.l
lMacKenzie, op. cit., pp. 201-204.
It is at this. point, in the application of whatever
method of treatment the pasto r may use, guided by these under-
lying principles, that he will discover that his greatest ally
is the religion of' JesuS Christ. In the next chapter we pro-
pose to consi del' the value ~ja;l.vested in sugga.s tLon to the pastor,
with particular emphasis upon the therapeutic value of sugges-
tion in the Christian religion as forces Of integration for
the personality.
CHAP'1'ERVI
THE VA.LUI~ OF :3UGGE...lTIONrro '111l:GPA:3TOR
The Value of the Process. In this final chapter we
come to a consi deration of the value or suggestion to the pastor.
I_..........._, Whatever value there may be .vested in suggestion is surely
I
I
i to be found in the ends sought by the suggest ions made, so at
thi s time we shall procee d to an analysis at the ends sought by
religious augge otLon,
1. To convert sinncers. The purpose of the gospel is
the salvation of' souls. 'I'he most beloved verse in the Bible
perhaps is John 3:16 "For God so loved the world that He gave
His only begotten Son that whosoever believeth on Him might
not perish, but have everlasting life". 'The record of the Acts
of the Apostles indicates that the pa s t.o r s or the New rrestament
times had the burden of the souls of men very definitely on
th i' t h 1111 t 1'1' all manner of T)ers
e-e r near a , 'I' ey were w . ng 0 au er t
cution in the prosecution of the1r task of preaching the gospel,
and the converting of the people. The record 1s testimony of
their successes; there were literally thousands converted through
their efforts. All through the ages of the Gospel era people
have been converte d through thi s proce ss by Christian preachers.
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Already in this thesis we have given space to the dt a-
cussion of' the process of suggestion in the conversion of the
sinner. Here we are insisting that one of' the ends of the
suggestion process is the conv8rslon of the sinner, and because
through this process thousands of sinners have been converted,
here we observe one of its values to the pastor.
2. '1'0 edify saints. - Another value of suggestion to
the pastor is in its effectiveness in edifying Christians. 'l'he
preacher's work is not done when the person has come and con-
fessed faith in J'e su s Christ, and expressed desire of becoming
a Christian. Here is added another responsibility to the
pastor f'or he must see that every Christian gets the right
spiri tual food, and moves each day progressively towards the
goal of perfection. In this work the pastor must use sugges-
tion, sow ideas from the word of God in the minds of the people ,
build their lives around the Ghrist sentiment. r1'hemost prac-
tical illustrations of this process at work doing this very
thing we see in the ~astoral Epistles of the Apostles Paul,
J'o hn , Peter, James, and Jude. rrhese works are full of
'f
I
suggestions to Christians pointed at their edification. From
the time of the Apostles to our day there has been a never ending
flow of li tera ture 01' th is kind directed to thi s same end, the
~uilding of Christian character by the suggestions given. Here,
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then, we have another value of suggestion for the pastor.
3. To strengthen or cure bodies of nervous functional
disorders. - In his book, 'TheReturn 'ra Religion, Dr. H. C. Link
has indicated in very definite language the value 01' religious
suggestion for the healing of disorders. He emphasizes that
his return to religion was not only conditioned by a personal
belief in G,od, but because of litherediscovery of values in
that religion which I had discarded as having little value".l
The doctor emphasizes in this book that he invariably advised
all who carne to him for healing as a part of the cure, that they
enter acti vedy into church work. rrhis was done for two reasons,
firstly, because 01" the modern psychological emphasis on work
and action, and secondly, because of the integrative value of
the Christian religion in building a healthy life.
The most successful cures in psychotherapy are those
in whioh the individual has a strong religious sentiment
which has been hindered in its f'unctioning by some re-
pressed tendency; once the tendency is made conscious
the relilzious sentiment then resumes sway of the pe r+
sonality~and all is right ••••Self-realization is ~ot to
be identified with psychological expressionism -- that
is with the expression irrespective of moral categories--
of our inBtinctive and emotional tendencies. ~xpress-
ionism seeks primarily not the outlet of the tendenCies,
but the pleasure, the satisfactions instinctive or emo-
tional activities can give; self-realization seeks the
inner unity of" the self, and that can only be got in
so far ••••as unquestioned ideals are the regulating
factors in behavior ••••Here ethics and psychotherapy
meet; here religion comes to the aid of the medical
psychologist. Religion alone can give an ultimate
lIbid., p.
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sanction to a moral ideal j it at one: can give a senti-
ment which has no boundaries, and which can gi ve ex-
pression to every tendency in man -- the Kingdom of
God.1
In the above line s Profe ssor J. G. MacKenzie has in-
d.t.cat.e d in very straight forward language the therapeutic v aLte
of religious sugge",tion. Because of the fact that suggestion
can and has been use d in the curing of nervous funct ional dis-
orders, here we see another value it has for the pastor in his
work.
4. To bring consolation and comfort in instances where
positive cures or reliefs of diseases are not possible. - The
pastor inevitably in the round of his work comes face to face
wi th people in the grip of di seases from which there is no
possible hope of recovery. Sometimes these diseases bring
with them excruciating pain from which very little relief may
be obtained. It is at 't i.mes such as these that it is necessary
for the pastor to have recourse to some power which can help
these suffering people. 3uggestion ts a great help at times
such as the ae , f1'11epastor ean di rect the thoughts of these
indi vi duals to many passage s of scripture which unfailingly
will bring quiet and calm to the soul. When the human being
is entirely beyond the help from medicine augge st i.on can take
over and by it the last lingering days made but the prelude of
lB. C. Link, 'The .Heturn fro Heligion, (New York~ Mac~nllan Co.)
p , 46.
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a greater and more wonderful lU'e to come. Here we can see
another value invested in sugge3tion for the pastor.
5. 'The value t n hymn-singing. - 'I'he soul of suggestion
is rythm, and in the singing of songs is seen one of the great-
est exercise s 0 r sugge st Lon , 'The rel igious exerc ise of s tnging
hynms is an exercise when sugge:::;tion is in operation. 'I'he value
in hymn-singing is that of lifting the soul and infusing the
person with a spirit of joy and exhilaration. In ordinary
parlance, i t drives away the blues. One of the reasons why
in reili vals there is arways a song-leader wi th attractive per-
sonality, and lots of singing is for this reason. The people
are all bro ugh t into very happy mood, their emotions warmed up,
and altogether in the right ment aL and emotional and spir1 tual
attitude for the preaching to come. In hymn-singing suggestion
has a value which the pastor cannot afford to avoid.
The Value of Sqg_gestion Depends upon its Efficacy to
Br:tng About These Ends: Results is important word in every
realm of 1i re , The wor th or value of a nyth ing is determined b/y
the results its produces. We have just discussed those ends
which suggestion produces wherein its v Lue resides for the
pastor. It now remains for proof to be given that these ends
can be achieved; in other words, to give case evidence.
1. Cases of conversion. - In seeking cases of cOIlversilon
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'1;1/9 'tu: ..rr-n r i r st to the New Testament, and there we disoover
classical exam_'plAs"si h as the i f' P t__ _ ,.10 ",.I. convers on 0 e 'er, the Ethiopian
Oi'f"ace r , Saul of Tarsus, Lydic)., the Phillipian Jailor, all of
Which are outstanding examples 01' the operation and end resu.lt
Of suggestion. The life of Peter is interes·ting from the point
Of .'"Vlew of the mental and spiritual rev,olution which took
From all we
Place within his personality by his conversion.
I
1\
"rI
Car. 1 l.tearn he waS uncouth, gruff, foul mouthed, and very im-
petuous. After hl s conva rsion hiS entire nature took a somer-
Saul t , he beoame pure in thought and speech, gentle in nature,
and solid and unmovable the ways of h i s Ii re , 1'he conversion
Of Lydia is typical of the persuasion of suggestions give", to
the mixJ,d. An orthodoX JeweSS, she had no intention)on the
sabbat~paul oame to t.he river side where she was worshipping;
Of' be comtng a Christian, but as the Bible has it, "her heart
Was opened", or in other word";, b;yJthe Suggestions Paul gave
he" in his conversations with her, she came to think dHfe
r
-
enny of ;Tesus Christ, and willing to yield up her previoUs
reli.gious convictions to become a follower of Christ. Modern
e"am~)les of conversion are legion, and from the host we select
but a few examples of better known cases. Perhaps Billy sunday
stands out as the most well-J<l1own case of a remarkable conver-
sion in this century.
A wild worldly and ungodlY youne felloW,
)
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he lived to become one of the most successful evangelistic
preachers of the age. Of other lands Kagawa, the Japanese
Christian, may be ci ted as one of the remarkable conversions
of rnadern time s •
2. Cases of healing. - Evidence of the efficacy of
sugge s t i on is not only br ough t forward through the conversioRS
people but also through the hea11ngs which have been recorded.
We give a few cases of healing which substantiate this evidence.
(a) A young girl came to me six or seven years ago
in great distress of mind. She bad been wronged by a
former friend. Her own conscience impelled her to-
ward forgiveness and reconciliation. Her resentment
plus a terriblE;;l opportunity, impelled her towards re-
tal:!-1_?t ion. She came ~after struggling wi th these
two forces for several months. While this conflict
of mind continued, she suffered fro1;$.violent headaches,
oa't ar r-ah , and insomnia. She had taken medi.caL advice,
oonsumed bottles of medicine, and was no better. It
was the easiest case in the world to deal wi the Having
advised her as any Christian would be able to do, I
said quite definitely that, as soon as she had sought
out her friend and had forgiven her, both mental dis-
tress and physical symptoms would disappear. She
carried out my advice and carne bac k in a few days
radiant and cured. She has had no return of the symp-
toms since.l
(b) A few years ago While I was pastor of the Campbell
street Church of Christ, Palmerston North, New Zealand) a man
oame into my office. I recognized him irrunediately as having
attended evenj.ng se rv i ce s in the church occasionally. He told
me that he had been suffering from insomnia and indigestion with
lL. D. Weatherhead, Psychology in the ;::,ervice of. the _§_~,
(London: Epworth Press), p. 10.
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not infrequent head-pains. He had been to two local doctors
and had talcen much medicine with no results. He had come to
the stage where depression had set in, and he suggested that
he thought that he was going insane. After a few conversa-
tions, and careful guidance questioning, I discovered that he
had come out from England to New Zealand several years pre-
viously. He had constantly kept in touch with a rich aunt in
England, and at one time having come short in financial re-
sources had INritten to this aunt telling her that he was about
to marry a girl and needed financial help. This the aunt in
due course sent. Having discovered an easy means of extorting
from his aunt it was not dit'ticult to t.h iuk up some other
scheme. Later he wrote te&'ling of the birth of the fi rst
child, and needed more money.
The family eventually increased to three, as money was
needed. He became so hopelessly involved in the lying si tua-
tion, that his mental and. spiritual disharmony revealed itself
in the physical symptoms. I suggested to him to wr1te to his
aunt and make a clean brea.st of the wnoLe thing, and this he
,.; •..,'1'\/. did. The result was like the lifting of a cloud rrom his life,
. }
+-") and with it the disappearance of' the physical symptoms •
. >,
(c) L. D. Weatherhead in Psychology in the Service of
the .5oul tells of' a young woman who had been bright, robust and
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the joy of her home. She had had a ~ood position, and was
engaged to a young medical interne. Her fiance who became
stricken with an incurable disease sickened and died. 'rhe
young girl would not be comforted for a time~ however, after
_._.-
several months had passe d by she became friendly 1,1'1ith a fine
young Christian man. He had a good vocation, and her future
wi th him seemed assured. However, the girl began to develoP
sygJ.ptoms of nervous trouble, she lost her good nature, became
irritable, and :finally had to leave her job. Her mother had
taken her to several doctors, and she had tried every con-
ceivable tonic with no avail. In desperation one doctor had
prescribed an entire change by the seaside. rrhis in turn had
failed, the parents were desperate. rrhey heard of Mr. Weather-
head, and one day the mother brougn t the young woman to him.
He took her into his office and asked her 'to tell him her story.
He listened wi th interest, and then made another appointment
in a few days. When the young woman returned on that occasion
for the s.econd interview, Mr. Weatherhead looked her straight
in the eyes and sai d, "Now today I want you to tell me the
t th I 1 t
,,( He nad
ru. wou d like you to give me your real s ory.
been convinced as she had told her story on the previous occa-
stion that she was lying to him). The girl broke down, and
between her sobs told Mr. Weatherhead her story. 'Uhen it had
~ ...."--~~========~~-----
become aI:)parent that the you'Yl!7medl' cal tud t 1-
_ ._ s· en 3de had been
engaged to be married to was not going to get better, under
strong pressure she had entered into improper relations with
This had been repeated. After his death, and she had
met the young man she was noW\reeping company with, she became
morbid and considered herself unworthy to marry him. ThiS had
continued to play on her mind so much and so long that the
severe physical symptoms were the result. After one or two
appointments for offering the correct Suggestions, the young
woman quicklY returned to good health, and later married her
rriend, and to all knowledge, 'lived happilY ever after'.
(d) The diseases thuS far S\lccessful1Y treated by
this process have been rl1eumatism, neuralgia, dys-
pepsia, bowel co~laint, sick headache, torpidity
of the liver, chronic bronch i tiS, partial paralysis,
pen paralysiS, and strabismUS. The last name case
was not treated by myself, and I very seriouslY
doubt whe
t
)1er 1 could have commanded suffieion t
confidence to have been sucoessful. But a lady whom
I had instructed in the process asked me if I thought
there waa any use in her trying to cure a bad case of
strabismuS, her little n<leoe, about ten years of age,
having been thUS afflicted froIli her birth. I un-
hesi tat.dlY assured her that there was no doubt of
her sbil
i
ty to efrect a cure. FUll of confidence,
she commenced the treatment, and kept' t up for
about three monthS, at the end of which time the cure
was complete•l
him.
make an examination of sUggedcion, which, althOUgh it i3 far
from being exhaustive, yet we trust haa been comprehensive
3. conclusion. _ rn thiS thesis we have endeavoured to
IT • .r , Hud5
0n
, The LaWOfPSXChi~no~", (ChiCagO: A. C.
McC1urge Co., 19(0), p , 195.
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enough for the purpose in han d , namely, to discover the thera-
peutic possibilities of suggestion, and its value and scope of
use ru.tne s s for the pastor. We have reached the conclusion that
suggestion is a human mental activity, vvith the idea of intended
action, possibly acoompanied by emot ion, but always oondi tioned
by ethical concepts, and directed toward the intesr"L ty of the
pe r-aona.Lt.t y , 'I'her e are various kinds of suggestion which we
have classified as (i) usual every day suggestions, and (1i)
suggedtions that give the idea and leads to action -- hypnotic
sugge:3"tion, auto-sugge3ti,)n, and post~hypnotic suggestion.
In the process of' suggef3tion we have the agent or the
sugge3ter, and the recipient or percipient -- the receiver of
the suggestion. ~he process itself involves the oiving of
ideas, and this is do.ne by preaching, teaching, advertising
01' the di ffe rent kinds, and by the giving 0 f ai. gns , In this
part of the suggestion process the act of suggesting is very
normal, and is involved in almost every walk of life. It is
effective only in the waking or conscious state. There is a
part of the suggec3tion process, however, which is not SO simple
nor normal -- that which involves hypnotism. In tbis process
induced sleep is brought about, and in this condi tion the mind
of the person is wiped clear of all oontesting factors. There
is complete disassociation from the w ak I ng state and intelli-
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genGe. In this state of induce d sleep the suggestions are made ,
ei ther for inunediate behavior:, or for action after the person
has been called out of the state of induced sleep, in which case
it is called post-hypnotic suggestion. Il'herapeutically the
state of hyphotism is used mostly nowadays for the purpose of
exploring the person's mind in search of any repressed experi-
ences which might he the cause of the illness cure is being
sought for. It is also used for the cure of stammering, and
has accounted for the cure of alcoholism. It would only be
resorted to in extreme cases on account of its incipient dan-
gers, and the fa ct that the person in the state of hypnotism
does not have full control of the mind.
Our particular interest in this thesis, however, has
been to consider what use the pastor can make of suggestion,
and how he might be able to increase that use, and get better
results from it. We have discovered that the pastor cannot
discharge his duties without the use of sugge;Jtion, that indeed,
it enters very potently into his field of activities. There
I \
are three jamor uses the pastor can make of suggest ion. One,--in preaching, when his all absorbing task is the presentation
of the por re ct person to persons. Two, in the conversion of
people, when he actually seeks to have the person turn n ts life
into the Christian way, from the wa;F of the world. Three, in
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the building up of the Christian life and experience, or in
edification. Four, by curing people of diseases.
It is easily seen that suggestion covers the work and
interests of the pastor fdirly extensively, if not altogether.
Such being the case it is to be expected tha t the careful use
of' sugge st Lon should be of considerable value to the pastor.
rrhe value of the process of course depends entirely upon the
end or aim or purpose of its use, and as its uses are recapi-
t.u.l a te c its value will be seen. When by the use of suggestion
the pastor actually succeeds in turning the sinner from the
evil of his way into the Christian way of living, why we can
see at once an inestimable value in theproce Si3 right there.
It is impossible to over-estimate the value of human personality,
"
and wnen a soul is rescued from perVerSiOli1~:,Jand nothingness,
and given direction, purpose, poise, and power in life, the
means to such an end are of tremendous value. A further value
I"
1
is seen in the use of suggestion in the work of edification.
When the individual has been brought into the Christian way of
life, he has to be kept there and his life made productive.
Suggestion plays a very valuable part in this work, and thuS
is a valuable tool in the hand of the pastor.
A third value is illvested in suggestion in its efficacY
for the healing of' certain di sorders. In the realm of functional
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diseases suggestion has proved its worth as amet.hod of cure.
Investigation has proved that many physical symptoms, in the
I'orm of disorders and diseases" are the result of moral or
spiritual mal-adjustment, and in these instances it is the
pastor primarily, and not the medical practitioner, who should
be the consultant; and because spir1 tual guidance and suggestion
is the m.ethod of' cure, the pastor ought to be the therapist in
such a situation.
When a person in the grip of' some devastating malady
from which restoration by means of' medioal science, and the
ruetrlOd of treatment by suggestion is impossible, and death
n
must take its tol11 in such d.ls t.r-es s j ng instances the pastor
~ can make a valuable use of suggestion in bringing consolation
and comfort, and hope. It is even possible to alleviate
suffering in such cases by the use of suggestion. Here then
we see another value suggestion has for the pastor.
Finally, hymn-singing as a means of suggestion, has value
for the pastor, because used in the correct manner this exercise
can inspire ,up-lift, and warrn up the emotions of people gathered
in public assembly. This can be of great assistance to the
pastor in his services of worship for helping the worshippers
tcb get into the correct attitude and frame of mind for worship.
In the revival hyrrm-singing can prepare the way for the evangel-
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lstlc message, and its acceptance.
The evidence produced in the form of cases of convo r-«
sion, of the cure or diseases, and the comforting of the dt s-.
tressed Lndt ca te that the claim for value is not merely an un-
proved assumption, but accomplished fact. 'I'he r'e is one ob-
servation the writer wishes to make before finishing this work ..
Almost every pastor is fully aware of the value of suggestion
in his preaching and corlverting, and edifying people, and it
may be correctly assumed that the greatest possible use of
suggestion in this manner is being made today', but the writer
is very defini tely sure that the greatest possible use of
Suggestion for the purpose of' curing disorders and diseases,
. cornlaortin .._,u the distr~~sed l'S t dl t b iand ror ~ ~- mas assure y no e ng
made by all pa sto r s , 'I'he r-e is an awakening conscience on this
matter, as this thesis has attempted to prove, but a long way
has yet to be gone before religious schools training ministers
will all be offering the a de cuat e training, or inSisting that
men studying for the ministry take elsewhere the requisi te
work, and before the pastors themselves having their eyes open
to the opportuni tie s , go forth to the fuller and larger mini s-
try with the soul and compassion of the Master, "that they
might have life more abundantly."
As one wi th this visi on, and a he art in aching sympathy
8(3
and compassion for humarn.t y , I pray God for the courage,
patience, intelligence, and ability to dis charge, and fulfill
a mini:3try such as might be worthy of Him in whose footsteps
I humbly seek to follow.
